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Paducah Center
Given New Life
By Hotel Idea
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A proposal
by millionaire contractor Robert E.
Green to build a $6 million hotel in this
west Kentucky river city has given new
Life to local efforts toward a convention
center-hotel complex downtown.
Green, whose new Executive Inn
Rivermont hotel at Owensboro is
credited with giving that city a shot in
the arm, has reportedly assured
Paducah officials that he will build a
350-room Executive Inn on the riverfront here if local interests put up an
extra $1 million for the convention
complex.
Green has extensive holdings in
hotels and coal mining, mostly in
Indiana and Kentucky.
Supporters of the Paducah project
are now looking at three items that
could be counted toward the $1 million
Green has specified.
One is the interest on state funds for
the project that are already in hand and
invested. Another is the cost of a
parking garage a bank is proposing,
and the last is the purchase of land for a
shopping center Green might build near
the convention complex.
Green's investment and the added $1
million would put the cost of the entire
'complex at about $14 million — $2
million more than had been regarded as
the previous limit.
A group of local investors had offered
to arrange financing for the hotel,
which was necessary to get federal and
state grants for the convention center.
Tom Whitton, a consultant to the
investors, said Friday that he was
convinced Paducah would be able to
satisfy Green's terms. He said the role
of the group he serves, River City Joint
Venture, would be taken over by Green.
Whitton said the original investor
group had decided that, mainly because
of inflation, it could not build a hotel
with more than 150 rooms.
He said Green, upon showing interest
in the venture, regarded at least 350
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partly
cloudy
Partly cloudy with a chance of
showers and thunderstorms
tonight and Sunday. Lows tonight
in the upper 60s. Highs Sunday in
the mid 80s. Winds, light
southerly tonight. Rain chances
are 30 percent tonight and 40
percent Sunday.
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Monday through
Wednesday calls for a chance of
showers each day.

Mixup Causes Temporary Halt

Phone Service

To Ambulance
Interrupted

rooms as a necessity for a hotel connected with a conyention center.
The River City Joint Venture participants had agreed to invest $500,000
and borrow $4.5 million from the
Farmers Home Administration.
Whitton said that the loan had been
approved but that the group still would
have been able to build only a 150-room
hotel.
Whitton, head of the consulting firm
of Corporate Finance Associates of
Paducah,said,"We're very close to the
affiliation with Bob Green."
Meanwhile, Frank Paxton, president
of Paducah Bank and Trust Co. and
chairman of the Paducah-McCracken
County Convention Center Corp., announced Friday that a start had been
made on meeting Green's requirement
for the additional $1 million

Calloway Board To
Hold Special Meeting
A special meeting of the Calloway
County School Board will be held
Thursday, Sept. 6, according to Dr.
Jack Rose, superintendent.
Items on the agenda include a review
of bids for paving high school parking
lot, personnel recommendations and
the superintendent's report.

Diane McMillen, a member of the Murray High marching band, warmed up during last night's Murray High-Reidland football game. The
Tigers won 4-0. See story in sports, pages 8-9
Photo By Tony Wilson

Season Tickets,Available For
Five MSU Theatre Productions
Season tickets are now available for
five major productions to be presented
by the University Theatre at Murray
State University as part of its 1979-80
theatre season.
Dr. Mark Malinauskas, director of
theatre on the campus, said people who
purchase season tickets before the sale
closes on Oct. 6 will save about 30
percent of the at-the-door price.
A season ticket for the five plays is
$10, while the normal box office rate is
$3 for each show.
Holders of season tickets will also be
entitled to a reduced rate for two
special attractions for which . the
University Theatre will serve as a host
— the Kentucky College Theatre
Festival Nov. 15-17 and the Actor's
Theatre of Louisville spring tour
production of "In Fashion" April 8,
1980.
The University Theatre will begin its
season with one of Neil Simon's funniest
and best plays,"Barefoot in the Park,"
Oct. 4-6. The play deals with a young
lawyer and his attractive bride who
have moved into a high rent, high rise
apartment building. An intruding
mother-in-law and eccentric neighbor
disturb their love nest and drive the
young man to go for walks in the park.
"Angel Street" by Patrick Hamilton,
a mystery thriller in the Agatha
Christie tradition, is scheduled Nov. 810. It sustains some of the most brilliant
suspense in the modern theatre.
The award-winning Michael Cristofer
play entitled "The Shadow Box" will be
produced in late February of 1980. It is
a touching and courageous play which

received a Tony Award as Broadway's
best in 1977.
"What is the Color of the Wide, Wide
World?" is an original script by Dr. Jill
O'Brien of the speech and theatre
faculty. It combines 20th century verse
and music into a whimsical reflection
on a rainbow of colors. It will be
presented April 2-4, 1980.
Closing out the season will be the
widely-acclaimed
"The
Glass
Menagerie" by Tennessee Williams, a

thiching and tender play depicting the
stillogles of a mother and her children
so give meaning and direction to their
lives in the midst of the Depression era.
"We've arranged our season to offer
a wide range of dramatic literature of
our audience," Malinauskas said. "The
plays scheduled during the year have
both a popular and a cultural appeal."
He said additional information about
the theatre season may be obtained by
calling 767-6797, day or night.

An apparent mix-up between the
Mercy Ambulance Service and South
Central Bell resulted in the temporary'
termination of telephone service to the
local ambulance service FridaY
morning.
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley said
he was informed . Friday that the
telephonacjavas not in operation at the
ambulance service. Upon checking
with the local telephone business office,
Henley was told that the service had
been discontinued because the bill had
not been paid.
The mayor instructed City Clerk Jo
Crass to pay the bill and deduct the
amount from the monthly subsidy the
city pays the service. Telephone service was then restored.
The ambulance service is subsidized
by the city and county governments.
Jack York, owner of the Mercy
Ambulance Service, said Friday afternoon when contacted at the service's
Paducah office that the failure to pay
the bill was "an oversight on the part of
two or three people" at his. office.
"The way I figure it," York said, "the
telephone was disconnected when the
bill wasn't paid within 20 days. The
payment was put in the mail when I
found out it hadn't been paid. Depending on the mail delivery, the telephone
company should have the payment
now."
York said he asked the telephone
company if it is standard practice to cut
off service when a bill is not paid within

Officials Generally Agree
On Proposed Revisions
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Representatives of several Kentuckybased insurance companies were
generally agreeable to proposed
revisions for a state regulation that are
designed to make it more difficult for

Internal Revenue To Strengthen
Procedures For Collecting Taxes
By EILEEN ALT POWELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Internal
Revenue Service plans to tighten its
procedures in an effort to collect some
$26 billion or more in income taxes
Americans apparently fail to pay each
year.
"One hundred percent compliance is
impossible" in a voluntary taxcollection system," said an IRS official
who asked that his name not be used.
"But I think we can do better than
The IRS released a report Friday
indicating the U.S. government lost
between $19 billion and $26 billion in tax
revenue in 1976 because people did not
file returns or did not report their full
income.
Nearly 90 million Americans now file

tax returns.
The 166-page report indicated that in
1976, the most recent year for which
data was available:
—Individuals did not report between
$13 billion and $17 billion in income
taxes due on up to $100 billion in
unreported income from legal sources.
More than one-third of the total involved self-employed persons.
—Between $6 billion and $9 billion in
taxes were not paid on up to $35 billion
of unreported income from criminal
activities in narcotics, illegal gambling
and prostitution.
The highest figures would produce
unpaid taxes of $26 billion in 1976, or
about 18.3 percent of the total $142
billion in individual income taxes actually collected on more than $1 trillion
income.
Americans are expected to pay $181.8
billion in taxes this year for 1978 income, according to IRS estimates. If
the same proportion of non-compliance
continued, the U.S. Treasury will lose
more than $33 billion in tax revenues.
That's slightly more than the budget
deficit projected by Carter administration experts for this fiscal

year.
The report included no estimates on
how many persons were short-changing
the government on taxes.
However, the IRS spokesman said he
agreed with a recent report from the
General Accounting Office indicating
that between 5 million and 6 million
Americans fail to file federal income
tax returns on legitimate income each
year.
The report suggests that the IRS
increase the categories for which tax
withholding and informational reports
are required because this seems to
result in higher compliance with income-reporting rules.
It also recomments better use of
"information documents," such as
those filed by a waiter on his tips,
during IRS a new program to verify
withholding exemption certificates;
and a model program to help investigators determine who is most
likely to fail to file income tax returns.
Figures show the IRS currently
spends about half of its $2 billion annual
budget on enforcement procedures
such as audits, fraud investigation and
collection.

From Arab Nations

No Blackmail Tolerated

TEXTBOOK TAPING — Betty Boston, a volunteer working with the Calloway County Public Library staff on the
new project of taping textboc.ks for students, is shown with Tom Miller, library staff member. Textbooks are taped
for students who cannot read because of a physical disability. The two have completed three tapes from a high
school student's civics textbook Anyone interested in helping with the taping project may call the library at 7532288 for more information.
Photo By Nita Baugh
4

PLAINS, Ga. (AP) — President
Carter says he would not tolerate
blackmail from Arab nations, but
refuses to say whether he would go to
war over Mideast oil.
"I would not let an Arab country
blackmail our nation. We don't have to
take that," Carter said in an interview
with newspaper editors iQ Florida.
A transcript of the interview was
released here Friday while the
president took a stroll through his
hometownsducking into each downtown
business to say hello to friends
reportedly feeling a financial pinch
from dwindling tourist trade.
Beneath a scorching sun, Carter and
wife Rosalynn later caught a dozen
bream while fishing at their Webster
County pond.
After fishing, the president shed his
shirt and jogged down a dirt rold
before joining 500 people atp a

20 days. He said he was told that it is
not, although each account is handled
on an individual basis.
"I told the worker that they were
jeopardizing the lives of the people in
Calloway County by cutting off the
telephone," York said. "I have tslked
to my lawyer about the situation and I
don't feel embarrassed about it at all."
While explaining that he could not
comment on the specifics of an individual account, local telephone
company manager Wafford Sautel said
that 753 telephone numbers have a
billing date of the 20th of each month.
If the customer has not paid his bill,
he will receive a notice three weeks
after the billing date telling him that his
bill is overdue and that his telephone
service is subject to interruption,
Sautel said.
41.
Around the 24th of each month, the
local telephone business office receives
a computerized list of nonpaying
customers from the Paducah office
which handles all business accounts.
Sautel said that this would mean the
service was not cut off until a bill had
remained unpaid approximately 33-34
days.
Sautel acknowledged that each account is handled on an individual basis
weighing such factors as length of
service and past record of payment.
An employee of the local ambulance
service said as far as he knew the
service was off for only a short period of
time.

homecoming picnic in his honor.
During the interview with editors
Thesday, Carter was asked whether
the United States would go to war if the
Arab nations cut off the U.S. oil supply.
He said the question was too
hypothetical to answer directly, adding:
"I would do everything I could to
avoid a war, but at the same time my
number one responsibility is to protect
the security of the nation."'
During the 1974 Arab oil embargo, the
president said, "Our nation did not
have to go to war because we got oil
from other sources."
Carter said he wouldiake any actions
necessary to defend U.S. security "but I
would have to make a judgment if an
interruption of the oil supplies fronr
some of the Mideast countries was
endangering the security of my
country."

an out-of-state company to take over
Kentucky firms.
Their views were heard at a public
hearing Friday.
But an attorney for the American
General Life Insurance Co. of Houston
voiced opposition to the changes.
Lawyer Kenneth Anderson of
Louisville said many aspects of the
regulation go beyond the law and are
unconstitutional.
According to the state, American
General owns approximately 12.5
percent of the nonvoting stock of
Kentucky Central Life Insurance Co., a
firm it has unsuccessfully tried to take
over.
Anderson said the proposed definition
of "control" is improper because
ownership of non-voting stock,
regardless of the amount, does not give
an individual or a company control of a
firm.
The proposed revision states that
"controlling capital stock" means 15
percent or more of any class of shares
represents "proprietary interest" in a
firm. The revision also says that the
commissioner of insurance, after a
hearing, may determine a smaller
percentage could constitute actual
control.
Another revision states that "control
of the insurer" means the ability "to
cause the insurer to act or to refrain
from acting in any manner which may
materially affect the insuring public or
such insurer's policy holders, its
shareholders or the corporation itself."
Jim Moore, an attorney for the state
Department of Insurance, argued that
under Kentucky law, a company or
individual holding either voting or nonvoting stock can exercise that kind of
restraint.
Anderson also objected to a revision
dealing with procedures to be followed
when a takeover is to be initiated.
Terming the revision a "gag rule,"
Anderson said it violates state and
federal rights of free speech.
Anderson argued that prohibiting
public notice or comment on the intent
before application is made and considered by the insurance commissioner
violates free speech guarantees as well
as federal securities laws. Those laws,
he said, require a notice to be filed
within 10 days of the offer.
Representatives from nine other
companies expressed their support for
the revisions with minor exceptions. A
letter of support from the National
Association of Life Companies also was
read into the record.
The Department of Insurance must
either adoptihe revisions to reflect the
comments or state why they were not
used when filing the regulation with the
Legislature's Administrative
Regulations Review Ss'icommittee,
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Saturday,Sept. 1
Al-A-Thon will nieet at 8
p.m. at the Carman Pavilion,
College Farm Road. This is a
support group for families and
friends of alcoholics. For
information call 437-4229.
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By Abigail Van Buren

Nosy Neighbors
Sniffish, Too
DEAR ABBY: Some time ago you ran a letter from a
busybody who was frustrated because she couldn't figure
out what her new neighbors were up to. She claimed they
were ruining the neighborhood.
You put her in her place with a three-word answer that
wiped Inc out! Please dig it up and run it again. This country
could use a good laugh right now. Thanks.
CHARLIE
DEAR CHARLIE: Is this it?
DEAR ABBY: About four months ago, the house across
the street was sold to a "father and son"— or so we thought.
We later learned it was an older man about 50 and a
young fellow about 24.
This was a respectable neighborhood before this "odd
couple" moved in. They have all sorts of strange-looking
company. Men who look like women, women who look like
men, blacks, whites, Indians. Yesterday I even saw twc
nuns go in there!
They must be running some sort of business, or a club.
There are motorcycles, expensive sports cars and even
bicycles parked in front and on the lawn:•They keep their
shades drawn so you can't see what's going on inside but
they must be up to no good, or why the secrecy?
We called the police department and they asked if we
wanted to press charges! They said unless the neighbors
were breaking some law there was nothing they could do.
Abby, these weirdos are wrecking our property values!
How can we improve the quality of this once-respectable
neighborhood?
UP IN ARMS
DEAR UP: You could move.
DEAR ABBY: We are having a disagreement at our house
and you are elected to settle it. One of our family feels that
when walking our puppy we should get dressed and not go
out in our night clothes. The puppy isn't house-trained yet
and has to go out often.
The person who thinks the dog-walker should be fully
dressed never walks the dog. so I don't see why he has any
say in the matter.
We live in the suburbs where hardly anyone walks by who
would really ct-.re if he sees a I2-year-old girl in her
bathrobe. ,
DECENT IN HER BATHROBE
DEAR DECENT: Bathrobes are for indoors. Better slip
into some outdoor clothes when walking the dog.
DEAR ABBY: I caught a cold in my back, but instead of
going to my regular acupuncturist, who is a noted lecturer
and author. I went to another acupuncturist v'ho stuck 40
gold needles in my back.
Then I went back to my regular acupuncturist who told
me I should get a lawyer and sue the man who put 40 needles
in my back because he broke every rule of acupuncture.
Then I went to Kaiser Hospital and they said trying to
remove those needles would be like going on a fishing expedition, and I would be better off leaving them in.
Abby. I've had these needles in my back for two and a half
years, and I'd like to get them out. They are playing havoc
with my system.
NEEDLED IN SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR NEEDLED: Get another opinion. And a third if
necessary. But stick with qualified, conventional, medical
doctors—unless you don't mind being stuck again.
DEAR ABBY: Bravo to the TWO SUNKEN
TREASURES IN NORTHRIDGE for learning to laugh at
their "Great Depressions."
We here in Seattle are considering starting our own
"Bosomless Buddies" chapter. We have learned to be
grateful for what we have, and to quit Worrying about what
we don't have.
Underdeveloped women of the world, unite! Be proud.
And remember. "Flat Is Beautiful!w
MICHELLE IN SEATTLE
DEAR MICHELLE: Right on, sister! Although you probably have no bras to burn, you're obviously way out in front
for women's lib.
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy. congratulations or thank-you letters, r.tt Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send Si and a long,
stamped )28 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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Sunday,Sept.2
Tuesday,Sept. 4
Tuesday,Sept.
Special preview of the
NAACP will hold its first get
Groups of First Baptist
acquainted tea from 4 to 6 course of Inner Light Conp.m. at the Douglas Com- sciousness Experience will be Church Women will meet as
held at 7 p.m. at the First follows: Annie Armstrong
munity Ceeter.
Christian Church. For in- with Mrs. Ray Moore at 10
Junior and Senior UMYF of formation call Ann McKeel, a.m.; Dorothy at 10:30 a.m.;
Lottie Moon with Mrs. Codie
Methodist 753-8842.
First United
Square and Round Dancing Church will have a pool party
Caldwell at 7 p.m.; Bea
will be held at the Woodmen of at the Murray-Calloway
First United Methodist Walker at 7:30 p.m.
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Church Women will meet at 10
County Park from 6 to 8 p.m.
a.m. with coffee to be served
Jackson Purchase Doll Club
at 9:30 a.m, and executive is scheduled to meet at the
Seventh Annual Super Horse
Memorial Day for Union board to meet at 9 a.m.
WKRECC Building, Mayfield,
Show will start at 4 p.m. at the
Ridge United Methodist and
New Providence Riding Club.
at 1 p.m. For information call
Baptist Churches will be held
Men's Prayer Breakfast will 489-2174.
Concession stand will be open.
with services, basket dinner, be held at the First United
and singing.
Methodist Church at 7 a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Arts and Crafts Exhibit by
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Elizabeth Slaughter and
Second day of Kenlake's
YMCA Kick-Off Breakfast will meet at 7 p.m.at the lodge
Vickie Jackson will be shown
Annual Arts and Crafts Meeting for persons interested
hall.
at the Lakeland Parish
Festival will be held near the in a YMCA for Murray will be
Center, Highway 68 and Big
tennis center at Kenlake State at 7 a.m. at the Holiday Inn.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Bear Road, Benton, from 9
Park. This event is comeet at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
a.m. to 6 p.m.
sponsored by Western KenGroup II of First Christian Community Center with lunch
Methodist Men of Calloway tucky Waterlands.
Church CWF will meet at 2 at 11:45 a.m.
County will meet at the
p.m. in the church library with
Events at Kenlake State Mary Parks, Vera Farris, and
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Murray Senior Citizens'
at 7 p.m. with Larry Vick of Park will include campground Ruby Pool as hostesses. activities will be from 10 a.m.
worship service at cam- Lucille Austin will give the to 3 p.m. at the Ellis ComCamden,Tenn., as speaker.
pground amphitheater at 8:30 program and Nell Robbins the munity Center. Lunch will be
Oaks Country Club Couples a.m.; Closest to The Hole devotion.
served at noon.
Bridge is scheduled to meet at Contest at golf course from 9
7:30 p.m. with Max and Hazel a.m. to 5 p.m.; Arts and Crafts
Dexter Senior Citizens are
Kappa Department of
Beale, phone 753-2510, in at recreation room at 10 a.m.; Murray Woman's Club will scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at
Water Balloon Toss at cam- have a salad supper at 6:30 the Dexter Center.
charge.
pground playground at 1 p.m.; p.m. at the club house.
Annual Arts and Crafts Homemade Ice Cream on
Murray TOPS (take off
Festival will be held near the hotel front lawn at 2:30 p.m.;
Department of pounds sensibly) Club is
Delta
Relays at campground Murray Woman's Club will scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
tennis center at Kenlake State
Park. Live entertainment, playground at 4:30 p.m.; have a smorgasbord at 6:30 the Health Center.
Bumper Pool Tournament at p.m. at the club house.
refreshments, and a large
game room at 6:30 p.m.:
variety of crafts for sale will
Wednesday,Sept.5'
Movie, -First Men In The
be featured. This is coNature's Palette Garden
Women's Club of St. Leo's
Moon,' at hotel meeting room Catholic Church will not meet Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
sponsored
by
Western
at 8 p.m.
Waterlands.
today.
the Ellis Community Center
with Mary Miller as hostess.
Events at Kenlake State
Monday.Sept.3
Park will also include Longest
Visitors Center for the land
Drive Contest on No. 2
Between the Lakes at the
Fairway of golf course from
Golden Pond entrance will
9:30 a.m.to 5 p.m.; Top 0'The
hold open house at its new
Tower Hike to Start at front of
facility at 2 p.m.
hotel at 10 a.m.; Playground
Obstacle Course at camKathleen Jones Group of
pground.playground at 1 p.m.; First
Baptist Church Women
Ice Creani Eating Contest at will
meet at 7:15 p.m. with
ice cream parlor at 2 p.m.;
Mrs. Stanford Andrus.
Ping Pong Tournament at
game room at 3 p.m.; Kool, Labor Day Family Fun at
Aid Kill at 4:30 p.m. and the
Murray Country Club will
Ultimate _Erisbie at 6:30 p.m., include
golf at 4 p.m. and
both at hotel front lawn; Disco potluck
at 7 p.m.
with lessons to be taught at
hotel meeting room at 8 p.m.
Kenlake State Park events
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 will include Junior Ranger
F. & A. M. will meet at 7:30 Program at campground
p.m. for work in the first bathhouse at 9 a.m.
degree.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For inSunday,Sept. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Jones, formation call 759-4875 or 759HELEN HODGFS presented a dramatized review of the
Benton Route 1, will be 1792.
book, A Measure Filled, the biography of the founder of the
honored a reception in
Federation of Business and Professional Women's Club. at
Recovery, Inc., is scheduled
celebration of their 50th
the regular meeting of the Murray B&PW Club held recently
to
meet
7:30
at
p.m.
at the
wedding anniversary at the
at the Triangle Inn. Mrs. Hodges described the founding of
Oak Grove Cumberland Health Center, North Seventh
the National B&PW in 1919 and brought out the highlights of
Presbyterian Church from 2 to and Olive Streets.
Ms. Phillips' life and her personal characteristics. The club
treasurer's report showed that $518 had been raised for the
4 p.m. The family requests
Divorce Support Group will
Kentucky B&PW Cancer Project which is to raise funds for
that guests not bring gifts.
the cancer .research hospitals to be built in Louisville and
not meet due to the holiday
I.exington.
Annual reunion of the late
Singles Unlimited will not
Oscar and Biddie Adams will
be held at the Murray- meet tonight due to the
holiday
Calloway County Park.

FOR
SUNDAY,
SEPTEMBER 2, 1979
o nat kind of day will should be rewarding. Routine
tomorrow be' To find out what activities may be more
the stars say, read the satisfying than new thrills.
forecast given for your birth Avoid gossip, controversy
.
Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 ••• iv 2
ARIES
Career
matters
and
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) eY6
0.. business projects preoccupy
You'll make important you. These you can handle to
progress re a career project, your satisfaction, but watch
but loved ones may wish you'd spending habits.
turn your attention to other CAPRICORN
matters.
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
TAURUS
Avoid friction with partners.
i Apr. 20 to May 20) k-""K1F' New friends are stimulating.
Traveling and partying Don't be 4,fraid to give advice
should be quite pleasurable, to one who is shy in asking fix
but there is a chance of mix- it.
ups and overdoing. Protect AQUARIUS
health and diet.
i Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
GEMINI
Patience is your best frierd
i May 21 to June 20),
1105
now. Let long-range goals tali*
Inviting others to your place priority
over
minor
should be pleasurable, but irritations. Don't let resentavoid arguments about joint ments take hold
expenditures.
Restlessness PISCES
mars leisure moments.
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
CANCER
2.
..A
Listen to the ideas of close
( June 21 to July 22
c.-4/ ones re good times. Know
Serious talks go well, but a when to call it a night. Quiet
close ally may want to spend pleasures may be the most
some time doing his own rewarding.
thing. Live and let live is the
YOU BORN TODAY are
best policy.
idealistic and sensitive but
LEO
ifc4; inclined to magnify little
1July 23 to Aug. 22)
things to your detriment. Do
You're in the mood to tackle not let fearfulness and a need
serious problems which you'll for security keep you from
expedite to your satisfaction. choosing the right work. Your
Later, you may feel somewhat sensitivity combined with
tired.
Annual homecoming of
your good criticel judgment
VIRGO
len kt would make yott a top-notch residents of communities of
)Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "r
critic. Interested in others, Land Between the Lakes will
The way is clear for good you'd make a fine worker for a be held at the Walter Bilbrey
times with friends and loved cause. Teaching, music, Place across from the Buffalo
ones, but avoid an argument poetry, dancing, writing, Range. A basket dinner will be
about money. One friend interior design, research,
and served at 1:30 p.m. Each is
seems a bit competitive.
medicine are other fields in asked to bring a chair.
LIBRA
which you'd find happiness.
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
You may prefer working with
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Family members want to others than being in your own F. di
A. M. will have a potluck
help you with your problems. business. Birthdate
of: dinner at 1:30 p.m. in o'oAt onek point, you may feel Cleveland Amory,
author;
you're being ;.old what to do. Marge Champion, dancer; servance of the 125th anniversary of the lodge. All
Don't be hypersensitive .
and Jimmy Connors, tennis Masons and their families
are
SCORPIO
star.
invited to attnd.
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
eV
.
Visits with old friends
A gospel singing will be held
at 2:30 p.m. at the Blood River
Baptist Church.
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This Is Your Last Chance
To See It For Years!

STAR. WARS

DIVING UNASSISTED—Boman Shapla, 2 year old son ol
Rocky and Debbie Shapla, 1002 Fairlane. Murray,is pictured
as he is diving unassisted at the !Murray -Calloway Counts
Park Pool. The little boy was photographed by Rick Cherry
pool manager, and by his father as he continued his swirls
ming recreation at the local pool.
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Parties for Mrs. Charles
Ray Manley, nee Melissa Jo
Hewett, included a tea given
at the home of Mrs. Walter
Luther in Belwood Heights,
Dickson, Tenn.
Other hostesses assisting
them in the hospitality were:
Mrs. Bob Cannon, Mrs. Earl
Daniel and Mrs. Raymond
Manley.
A centerpiece of yellow
spider mums, carnations, and
greenery flanked by burning
tapers in silver caridlebra
accented the serving table,
which was covered in an erru
cloth.
The individual
cakes
decorated in green and yellow
were served along with yellow
punch from the silver punch
.bowl. Green, white and yellow
mints, nuts, finger sandwiches
and fresh fruit also were
served.
A bridal shower was given
by Miss Bonnie Kimbro and
Mrs. Robert Erranton in the
Erranton home.

ATTEND REUNION
Among those attending the
Killebrew Family Reunion
held July 29 at the War
Memorial Building, South
Virginia Street, HOpkinsville,
were Lola Fisk and Lacy
Greenfield of Murray and
Clara and Noble Cox of
Kirksey.

REFINISHING & CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
Custom Built Furniture

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Postoffices will be closed
today in observance of the
Labor Day Holiday.
All Senior Citizens' Centers
will be closed today.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to met at 7 p.m.

Illokv 541',

Refinishing 8 Rvairs
Solid Brass Hardware
Also
Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets. or.
GiveYour Old Cabinets a New Face
Without Teoring Them Out
Muria L

49/ as

J

NEEDIIWOMAN

FABRICS

SUN 1 PM TO 5 PM
‘ASOR DAY 10706
SALE PRICES GOOD
SUN MON TUS S

KNIT

OPEN
LABOR
DAY

Tuesday,Sept. 4
Mothers Morning Out will be
held at 9 am. at the First
United Methodist Church.

BONANZA SALE

WANTED

KNITS KNITS KNITS KNITS

Bowlers for the Tuesday Night
Ladies' Magic Tri Bowling
League. If interested contact
Billie Hall at 753-7886 or
Mary Harris at 753-565).
••=111.6.41••••••••=10.41•1•4•••14

Join Now or Start Your Membership Later

Announcing

The United
Figure Salon
Fall Membership Special
I Year Membership

()maws

Meeting of the Executive
Board of the Murray Woman's
Club will not be held.

$1250°

*MIMS Available
Offer Good Through September 21

Open Monday-Thursday
9a.m.-Z-30p.m.
Friday9a.m.-6p.m.

Call 753-6881
Foran appointsnont

EVERY YARD Of KNIT
IN OUR STORE REDUCED
KRI IIN
SN
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•:D
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PRICE

•971, 1 99

'KNITTED JERSEY
*PLUS MANY OTHERS

*Ks 4 99
•ST RE T CH TERRY
11)0
•T SHIRT KNITS
010 299,30
'SWEATER KNITS
*PLUS MANY OTHERS

1/3 °FF
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•INTERLOCK KNITS
MK.

•••

OIANA KNITS

1/4

•NIGIETWFARTI
.
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*KNITTED ROBE Ftuct
*KNITTED SUED▪ E
*PIUS MANY OTHERS

ALL KNITS IN OUR STORE ON SALE
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Accounting Tax Office Opens

•stslis Arts.rts"sirrikOr

Mike Keller, CPA has counting and tax purposes.
recently announced the
Keller is a native of Murray
.operping of his office for ac- and the son of Don and Lois
Keller. A 1970 graduate of
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Murray High School, Keller
received his B.S. from Murray
State in 1474. He and his wife
Debbie have a 6 month old son,
Nathen.
The CPA worked two years
for Eskew and Gresham, a
Louisville accounting firm. He
then moved to Tampa, Fla.
and spent one year in the audit
division of the Tampa
Exchange
Bancorporation,
and has just recently completed two years with Rex
Meighen and Company, a
Tampa based accounting
firm. Keller received his CPA
certificate in 1977.
Right now Keller is making
the business rounds to announce that he can be of
service this year.
"I'm very glad to be back in
Murray. It's good to see all the
familiar faces," he said.
Keller's offices will be offering a complete line of accounting and tax services and
said, I want people to feel free
to call on me anytime I can be
of service."
"With the increasing complexity of tax laws and burdens the average citizen has a
greater need to turn toward
the experts, who can provice a
variety of methods to help him
minimize his tax payment."
he added.
At present Keller is working
out of his home but looking for
a permanent situation.

Rain, Not Gas Hurt Tourism
Tourism is a major part of
Kentucky's economy, and
uncertainties about the price
and availability of gasoline
made many whose incomes
depend on vacation trade fear
that tourists just might stay
home this summer.
A lot of them did, especially
those from out of state. An
official of the Kentucky
Department of Tourism said
tourists revenues are off about
20 percent from last year, and
some travel spots in the
Commonwealth have been hit
even harder than that.
But state officials and those
who run tourist-related
businesses said it wasn't too
little gasoline that cut down on

Conimission. "That was
bound to discourage a lot of
vacationers."
-It's been slow this year for
out-of-state people and I
believe that's mostly because
of the weather, not the gas
shortage," said Melvin
Calton, superintendent of
Kingdom Come State Park in
Harlan County. Whatever the
reason, 1979 has been "a bad
year for the tourist industry,
no question about that," said
David Garvin, one of the
operators of Beech Bend Park
in Bowling Green.
Better weather at summer's
end has improved the picture
somewhat. "Everything has
picked up again" at the end of
the season, Ms. Kohler said.
The Kentucky tourist industry didn't sit around and
wait for things to get better,
though.

profits but too much of
another liquid: rain. Many
parts of Kentucky "had about
10 or 11 straight weekends of
rain, and that hurt a lot more
than the uncertainties about
Southcentral
Kentucky
gas," said Marianne Kohler of resorts were hard hit by last
the state tourism department. spring's independent truckers
•'I think it rained every strike which curtailed food
weekend this summer," said and fuel shipments. Rumors
Jess Turpin, director of the that these essentials were in
Pulaski County Tourist short supply apparently kept

vacationers from the area. In
July, the Somerset-Pulaski
County Chamber of Commerce cooperated
with
tourism officials to arrange
for a banner to be towed
behind an airplane. The plane
flew over crowded areas,such
as those at Cincinnati Reds
baseball games in Riverfront
Stadium. The sign read:
"Lake Cumberland Has Bass,
Somerset Kentucky Has Gas."
Whether that was what turned
the trick or not, tourist trade
picked up substantially as the
season progressed. Our
motels and docks have been
packed for the last few
weeks," said Mr. Turpin,
Many Kentucky amusement
spots beefed up their advertising aimed at in-state
travelers and those from just
outside the borders. Dan
Broady, owner of Gwitown
Mountain tourist attraction in
Cave City, said his out-of-stab
business was down 40 percent
and "the in-state visitors an,
keeping me from going
broke." Cave City restaurant
operator Wayne Gaunce said
he wasn't seeing "near as
many Michigan, Wisconsin

and Pennsylvania licenses as
used to, but we're seeing a lot
more Kentucky, Ohio and
Indiana."
Cave City tourism is heavily
dependent on traffic to
Mammoth Cave National
Park. "Mammoth Cave is(the
area's) number one selling
point," said Joe Gardner, a
motel operator and president
of the Cave City Chamber of
Commerce. "When they're
off, it hurts everything else."
Attendance at Mammoth Cave
was down 32.6 percent in july
over the same month a year
ago, though park officials said
attendance was on the upswing in late summer.
Attendance also was a bit
better at Kentucky Horse
Park in Lexington at the end
of summer. But park officials
are still disappointed that
early expectations of 15,000
visitors a day are far from

being met. In recent days, the
horse park had about 3,500
paid attendance with total
daily attendance of from 5,000
to 7,000.
The horse park is considering sponsoring big-name
entertainers or holding pop
concerts or Bluegrass music
festivals to swell the crowds.

KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was mixed.
Leading gainers: Ashland Oil
( NYSE ), to 40-18 from 383 :
Glenmore Distillers (AMEX),
to 31314 from 30; Lincoln
Income Life (OTC)., to 211
/
4
from 19; Reliance Universal
(OTC), to 21'2 from 191.4.
Biggest declines: Jerrie()
(OTC), to 1824 from 2178;
Kentucky Utilities (NYSE),to
202 from 213/4.
1.1•

the right job...

Executive job search advice
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@Bill Simon (not his real had built its reputation as a
name) has 15 years of retail trustworthy, privately-owned
store management experience business.
The problem. according to
behind him, and is offered a job
the vice president. was that the
with a leading chain.
firm's president wanted to
The new position kquircs
tfloye b
another city at what merge for financial reasons and
seems to be a substantial in. .the chairman of the board, the
crease in salary It offers more son of the company's founder,
• responsibility and room for ad- strongly opposed him.
Bill's support was sought by
vancement.
Bill wen/ ',trough the inter- the independent team because
ie w process. !cry thing went he had quickly gained the respect of the dozen workers
well.
under him.
From his limited observaHe took the job and relbcated
that
knew
his family to a growing sun belt tions, Bill
whichever side he chose to
city where the corporate headquarters of the new company is support would be a losing proposition. Bill Simon began to
located.
,
look for another job.
looked forward to .the reThe warning signals that Bill
wards that convinced him to
missed were right there.
take the position —prestige, adHerbert T. Mines, chairman
vancement. fringe benefits
of Business Careers, Inc., a
Within six months his dream
major executive recruiting firm
job has turned into a nightmare.
which successfully matches
"Why?" he wonders. "How
executives to management
could I have been so wrong
openings all over the country.
about this oh?
has made a list of "early warn''There must have been same
ing signals" to which execuclue I missed that could have
tives contemplating a job
warned me about the pitfalls of
change should he alerted.
this position.''•
Mines notes some of the
Bill had become aware early
signs to watch for during the inon that he was the third person
terviewing process:
to hold this job in the past two
years.
•The company cannot fully
Morale was poor, turnover of
describe the job content, the
Junior executive% was high, and
level of responsibility, or how
Bill's ability to recruit good replacements was inhibited by an the job fits into the rest of the
inadequate compensation scale. executive structure.
•There has been heavy turnHis co-workers were unsymover in the position in the last
pathetic. "What did you expect?" they said. "This has few years.
• The organization says it
been going on for years!"
wants "something new in this
To add fuel to the fire. Bill job," or "something we've
was approached by the comnever had before."
pany's executive vice president
They may well become diswho informed him of a power enchanted with a new person
struggle between the firm's who cannot produce a miracle.
principals and an outside corpo• The company says it will
ration looking for new acquisi- pay anything reasonable to get
tions.
the right man for the job — but
The company wanted to rethe actual offer is at the lowest
main independent of any multi- qnd of the range for the job.
national corporation because it
•The candidate is not given
•
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the opponunity to meet the top
executives and the people with
whom he will be interacting.
• Questions about the organization are blunted or turned
aside: the candidate IS dissuaded from talking with
former employees about the
company.
• The person doing the interviewing is not very high up
in the organization.
Other aspects of a new position which Mines advises his
candidate clients to beware include:

offer our

Congratulations
to
Douglas Hanes
Mike Keller
LE
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King Adds Agent
Jeep To Get Better Mileage

• There are factions struggling for control of the
organization—and there is the
implication that he would have SOUTHFIELD,
Mich. —
To - choose"sides in the struggle.
• The candidate becomes Jeep vehicles for 1980 offer
aware that the organization is important increases in gas
not as economically healthy as mileage,
major
imhe thought it vtas.
provements in performance
• The job,the company and and the highest degree
of
the salary sound perfect, but the luxury available
in the fourcandidate finds that he doesn't
relate well to the temperament wheel-drive market.
The Jeep model lineup has
or personality of the boss.
• As well as helping com- been expanded to include new
panies searching for qualified top-of-the-line Laredo models
candidates, Business Careers in the popular open-body CJ-5
feels it has an obligation to. the and CJ-7 series, the
widecandidate to provide insight wheel
Cherokee 2-door wagon,
into the new company.
Bill Simon knows better and the J-10 pickup truck.
Also featured for 1980 are a
now. After the disastrous outcome of his last job change, new 4-cylinder, 2.5 _liter
Bill will ask more pertinent "Hurricane" engine as
questions.
standard for CJ's; a new 4"Bill's experience is not speed manual transmission
unique," says Mines. "Both that replaces 3-speed as
company and candidate have
roles to play in the interview standard on most models; new
automatic transmissions, and
process.
"Each needs information new automatic and part-time
about the other—the candidate four-wheel-drive systems.
must be just as inquisitive as
Increases in Jeep fuel
the prospective employer."
economy have been achieved
Having learned his lesson, through the use of new,lighter
Bill is now happily working as powertrains, coupled with
a highly paid vice president in a other
significant drivetrain
solid corporation.
changes. Corporate tests show
And, this time, things. are
improvements in economy, as
going well.
well as in performance,
throughout the Jeep model
lineup.
The highly efficient 2.5 liter
engine, the first 4-cylinder
powerplant offered in a Jeep

Bank of Murray

•

Curtis L Overby of the King Insurance Service, Inc. attended a special insurance information meeting recently
in Celina, Ohio, at the headquarters of the Celina Group
of insurance companies. Curtis 1. Overby is pictured here
with Don W. Montgomery president of the Celina Group.
King Insurance was recently appointed by the Celina Ins.
group as representative in the Murray Are&

vehicle manufactured for
commercial sale in the U.S. or
Canada in nearly a decade,
will be used in combination
with an alsoznew 4-speed
manual transmission. The
new manual 4-speed replaces
a 3-speed transmission as
standard on all CJ, Cherokee
and J-I0 model pickup trucks.
It features lightweight
aluminum parts, evenlyspaced gear ratios, and full
forward gear synchronization.
Automatic four-wheel-drive,
with an all-new Quadra-Trac
system, is lighter and quieter
and is offered exclusively on
Jeep Wagoneer, Cherokee and
J-Series trucks. The system
includes a viscous coupling
limited slip differential instead of the previous cone
clutch friction system for
quieter, smoother operation.
A part-time four-wheeldrive system, also new for
1980, is offered with automatic
transmission for the first time
since 1973. The part-time
system is standard for all CJ,
Cherokee and pickup truck
models. Manual free-wheeling
hubs, previously optional,
become standard for all
models with part-time fourwheel-drive.
Along with the extensive

DEALERSHIPS
NOW AVAILABLE

HOW CAN THIS HAPPEN?
Thousands of people die needienly each year simply because they may live alone or ,rnattended and under a
medical or other emergency. Can nckt make it to the phone to
call for help
To iffir
L
oIrsw
it „„essiransmit,e,
under a,
The user wears a co
'
rm
emergency a button is depressed which activates the users
telephone Our trained monitori-q penOnnel will then call
day or night, the proper emei.tency rescue team (Paramedics Police Fire) to the use, In minutes help is on the
water

Dealer Inquiries Call Collect Person to Person
Mr. Taylor Mon.-Fri.(9-41
Life Alert America,Inc.
5030 Paradise Rd Suite A-212
Las Vegas, Nevada 89119
(702) 737-5879

drivetrain improvements,
1980 Jeep vehicles will offer
more luxury and options than
ever before, inFluding power
windows, power door locks, 6way power bucket seats, popup sunroofs, padded vinyl
roofs, quartz electronic digital
clock, new remote left and
right-hand mirrors, cassette
tape-AM-FM radio combination, and a premium
audio system featuring power
amplifier and high fidelity
speakers.
Other important changes
include a front stabilizer bar,
optional, as
previously
standard on Jeep Cherokee,
Wagoneer and pickup truck
models for improved handling
both on-road and off-road and
a soft-top with hard-top door
combination available on the
For 1980, the company will
be more strongly positioned in
the growing pickup truck
market with the introduction
of the new Laredo trim series,
the all new separate rear
fender Sportside model and
the addition of new performance. durability., luxury,
and economy features.

Rush For Engineers
BARTLESVILLE, Okla Are seniors in the nation's
engineeting schools more popular than the homecoming
queen? America's hightechnology companies are
scrambling to offer them jobs,
reports a major oil producer.
Job openings for engineers
are at the highest level since the
1960's.

We've
Got
the Shield

Douglas A. Hanes has joined
Integon Life Insurance Corp.
as an agent. He will serve area
residents in association with
the Integon-Dave King, CLU,
Agency, Murray.
The agency offers a broad
range of insurance and related
products, including life,
health, accident and business
insurance, estate planning
and group and pension plans.
A Beaver Dam native,
Hanes
graduated Itrom
Bowling Green High School

Muddy
Science
HOUSTON—There is no
mud in mud. Now that drilling
mud has become so complex, a
takes a •'mud engineer" to explain how to make and use mud.
These engineers have perfected
the art of mud making and just
about made the wasteful gushing of a new oil well a thing of
the past, said E.E. "Gene''
Clear of Drilling Specialties.
Drilling mud lubricates and
cools drill bits, cakes up and
prevents well walls from caving
in and also carries rock fragments to the surface.

Let us help you Plan
& Design Your Kitchen
•Merillat

Auto
policy
expiring?
You may qualify for
Allstate's Good Driver
Rates and be entitled to
some discounts, too.
Call me and compare

Allstate

You're in good hands.
klIstat• Insurance Co

Northbrook II

See Agents
;Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
,Owen Billington
Tom Scruggs
Dan Shipley
Mike Outland

•Quaker Maid

The

Available at
753-1713

Murray Insurance
Agency
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753-4751
Bel-Air Center

sismit NOTES

For your
Life•Health•Horna
Car•Farm•Business
LOOK TO THE SHIFLO

Rennie Ross
sad
Danny Ross

and attended Western Kentucky' University, where he
majored in business administration. He worked in
sales for Fetter Bros.
Aluminum Center, Jeffersonville, Ind., and as an
agent for Prudential in
Bowling Green prior to joining
Integon.
Hanes and his wife, Patti,
live in Beaver Dam. His office
is located at 115 Center St.
Hartford.

by Bill Boyd

Children as young as 7 or 8
should be allowed to participate in family budget
discussions. Even at an
early age, children can
learn to understand about
income and expense and
they prefer to* treated in
an adult manner.

Teach your children about sayikg... open a savings account so they can earn interest on the
money they earn or receive as gifts
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Mountbatten Death
Was Senseless Act
The murder of Lord Louis
Mountbatten was a wanton,
senseless act which testifies not
only to the moral bankruptcy
but the political stupidity of the
Ismail group of Irish extremists
who claimed responsibility.
Had Mountbatten been involved in the British administration of Northern
Ireland, there might have been
some rationale for the act,
though it would have been no
less criminal and cowardly.
But his only connection with
Ireland was as an annual
vacationer in County Sligo, in
the Republic, and at 79 he was
long retired from public life.
No, it was obvious that Mountbatten was chosen for
-execution" because of his
name and renown and his connection with the royal family.
And because he was an easy
target of opportunity: it could

Mbuntbatten's
honors,
citations and accomplishments
as a warrior and statesman in
two world wars and their aftermaths have been listed at
length elsewhere. Suffice it to
say that his was one of the most
colorful and illustrious careers
of any Briton in this century.
Lord Louis Mountbatten, Admiral of the Fleet, the Earl
Mountbatten of Burma, KG,
PC, GCB, OM, GCSI, GCIE,
GCVO, DSO, exemplified the
original meaning of the word
"aristocracy- - rule by the
best.
For his murderers, there can
only be contempt and the hope
that they will be swiftly apprehended by the legitimate
forces of the Republic.

Reader Objects To
'Winterizing.
'Process

Business Mirror

point of being only slightly better than a
gravel road. In addition, it is very likely
that the few cracked spots that needed
attention were not repaired in a manner
that will prevent them from cracking
further.
I was born and lived in northern
Maine for twenty years. Since then I
have lived in several states including
four locations in Kentucky. Even as
severe as the winters are in northern
Maine, no where have I seen good
asphalt pavement "wintetized" by
covering it with tar and gravel. The
longer I think about it, the More I think
that the term "winterizing process"
Must be closely akin to the term "snowjob." If the county road department
had so much tar and gravel that they
had to cover good pavement with it,
there are many residents in East Y
Subdivision who would have given them
a suggestion very quickly as to what
they could do with it.
Your story also indicated that the
roads were "fairly heavily traveled
with mail ,route and school buses."
Some might consider this a sizable
exaggeration since the traffic includes
only the passenger vehicles of the
twenty-nine families who live in the
subdivision, mail delivery; and one
school bus. There is no through traffic
on the streets.
In closing, I would like to say that if
you live on a good paved asphalt street
and have not had it "winterized" yet;
you should do so soon. It's really
something!!
Sincerely,
Betty Robertson

By John Cunniff

'Middleman'
Criticism
Revives Debate
By CHET CURRIER
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK ir AP — President
Carter's recent criticism of the
''middleman" in the food industry has
revived an old and bitter debate.
Whenever food prices rise at a painful
rate — which seems to be most of the
time these days — consumers naturally
start asking who's responsible.
And when prices on the supermarket
sh,elf keep rising while farm prices
decline, as has happened in recent
months, the search for a culprit is
bound to turn to the processers,
distributors and retailers of food.
This collective "middleman" has
never been a very popular guy, in any
business or profession. The term itself
has a distinctly pejorative ring, like
"money changer" or "10 percenter."
But at least one voice, that of the
weekly Financial Digest published 'by
New York's Manufacturers Hanover
Trust, has been raised in defense of the
middleman in the current food-price
situation.
First of all, the bank says. "In the
past it has taken two to three months
before farm price drops were reflected
at the checkout counters. Consequently,
expectations of lower food prices
resulting from recent farm price
declines have been somewhat
premature."
Secondly, the bank points out, the rise
of retail food prices has in fact slowed
lately.
That argument is supported by the
government's consumer price data for
June and Jiy, which showed rises of
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only 0.2 percent and 0.1 percent, while
the index of all prices was jumping a
full percentage point in each month.
In addition, the bank says, costs of
processing, distributing and selling
food account for more than half of its
retail price, and in an inflationary
environment they can easily offset
small declines in farm prices.
During the second quarter, it noted,
food industry labor costs rose at a 7.4
percent annual rate, while packaging
costs climbed 16 percent and energy
costs were up by almost one-third.
There is even some evidence that the
middlemen have absorbed some of
those rising costs rather than passing
them on, Manufacturers Hanover's
economists maintain. The middleman's
average share of the retail food dollar
actually declined from 60.7 percent in
the first half of 1978 to 59.5 percent in
the first half of this year.
And the profits of food processors and
retailers increased by a relatively
modest 15 percent in the first half, while
those of all industries posted a 29
percent rise.
Thus, the bank contended, although
the spread between farm and retail
prices widened by 6.5 percent from
early spring to mid-summer, the
situation does not seem to have "unduly
benefited" the middleman.
The debate over the middleman's
role will continue, of course. Like inflation, it seems to be something that
just won't go away.
John Cunniff is on vacation.
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not have taken any great cunning to plant a bomb aboard his
yacht.

Letter To The Editor

Dear Editor,
As a resident of East Y Subdivision
for the past eleven years,! would like to
offer some observations and comments
on the resurfacing of the pavement with
tar and gravel and your story on August
21 concerning the subject.
First, I think that The Murder of
Good Asphalt Pavement" should have
been used in place of the term "Win,terizine Process" in the headlines of
your story. It would have more
adequately described what occurred in
this situation.
It was not mentioned in your story
that, of the approximately one-half mile
of asphalt pavement, ninety-eight or
maybe ninety-nine percent of the
_surface was in as good condition as
when it was put down. With the proper
repair of the few small spots that were
cracked, it would have been difficult to
find pavement in Murray or Calloway
County in better condition. It seems
that these few cracks could have been
properly repaired at much less cost
than total resurfacing.
What would you think if you came to
work at your office one morning and
found that Fourth Street had suddenly
been resurfaced with tar and gravel
from Main Street to Chestnut Street?
Would you be shocked? Would you think
it was ridiculous? Would you think that
you have a "good road"? A situation
about like this is what residents faced
i'hen they came home from work one
afternoon recently.
It's understandable that they were
unhappy. They saw good asphalt
pavement needlessly degraded to the

DO`fot), UNCLE SAM ,TAKE NCCEAR
FLANER 35‘touR
ONLY ENEIZOY
SOURLX

Echoes From The Past

e

WRITE TO POLITH IANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murrav
Ledger
&
Tunes
peronhealR publishes the addresses
of the t.itte and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
too be reached through the
ong resson tat switchboard, 202-224q21
Here are the mailing addresses:
sen. Walter I). Huddleston
U2; lhrksen Building Washington,
C 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
H07 Dirksen Building
t,Vashington, D. C. 20510
Nfurra Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly rs in session by dialing 1564-250(1 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfurt,K y. 40601_ Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
N1a% field Kv 49066

By Judy Maupin

Looking Back

Old Eddyville

10 Years AAti
Extensive beautification projects are
being planned by civic clubs in
cooperation with the Murray Chamber
of Commerce promotion for the city.
Deaths reported include William
Finis Outland, 73, and Mrs. Nora Cole,
90.
Dr. Richard H. Graves, Murray State
College graduate in 1949, and Walter J.
Weiss, research chemist, are
copatentees of a recently issued patent,
U. S. 2,856,154, directed to the drilling
method and assigned to Texaco, Inc

Dr. Graves is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. Graves.
Elected as officers of the Flint
Baptist Church WMU were Mesdames
James Miller, Bob Neale, Thomas
Roberts, Robert Herring, Bill Miller,
Lula Miller, Joe Hopkins, Amos Burks,
Junior Bailey, Miller Hopkins, Paul
Hopkins, W. B. McCuiston, Charles
Miller, and Alton Ridings.
Loretta Culver has return'ed home
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Jackson of Montverde, Fla

Travelers on the Wt Kentucky
,Supposedly E.Z. Judson, author of the
Turnpike usually notice a small town, • old-time Ned Buntline adventure
which seems to have an "unfinished.'
stories stayed there at one time. It is
look, without the shaded streets and
also said that Aaron Burr hid there
high buildings one usually associates
after killing Alexander Hamilton in a
with a town. Many do not realize that
duel in 1805.
this town, New Eddyville, actually is
Another well known building in old
still unfinished, having the rare
Eddyville was the La Clede Hotel,
distinction of being started from
haven for such famous guests as the
"scratch" a mere 15 years ago, when
famous Swedish nightingale, Jenny
Lake Barkley was impounded and it
Lind.
was necessary to relocate old
Visitors to old Eddyville are first
Eddyville.
drawn to the sight of the Kentucky State
Now the courthouse, a modern, onePenitentiary, called, because of its
Martha Taylor Wilson, daughter of J.
Association contest to be held at
story building, the post-office and the
appearance, the Castle on the CumRobert Taylor of Hazel, was named to
Paducah.
other buildings necessary to a county
berland. But there are several old
the dean's list at Georgia Southern
New officers of the Garden Departseat are located just off the interstate
houses across the road from the prison
College, Statesboro, Ga., where she is a
ment of the Murray Woman's Club are
highway,and what is left of the old tows
which are notable. The old Champion
sophomore.
Mrs. Gene Brandon, Mrs. Humphrey
sits up over the lake. The main at.,
house was built about 1840 by Dr. Alfred
Deaths reported include Mrs. Margie
Key, Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk, Mrs. John J
traction of old Eddyville is still the
Champion. The Brunson house, nearby,
Washam Holcomb, 82, and Mrs. Evie
Livesay, Mrs. R. L Bowden, and Mrs.
Kentucky State Penitentiary; but there
was built before the Civil War by Dr.
Belle Mansfield.
W. B. Graves.
is a row of old houses, some dating back
Walter Brunson; it was -demolished
Tarrunie Bogard has been elected
"Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" starring
to 1820, as well as one of the oldest
when the town was moved, as 'was
Miss Wrangler to represent the
Dick Van Dyke, Sally Ann Howes, and
cemeteries in the state.
Matthew Lyon's home and the La Clede
Wranglers Riding Club in the Little
Lionel Jeffries is showing at the Cheri
Eddyville was originally surveyed as
Hotel. Another home still standing and
Miss Western Kentucky ; Horsemen's
part of a 1000-acre tract about 1790, by
Theatre
now owned by the state, is the Cobb
David Walker. Walker evidently
home, built by Gideon Cobb,
realized the potential of this tract, with
greatgrandfather of Irvin S. Cobb about
its fertile land and abundant water
1820. There are a few other old homes
"For Greater Yields Cover Your
supply, because he staked off 60 acres
Pineville last week.
still remaining, to remind the visitor
Fields" is the slogan selected to guide
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
as a town site. At that time, there were
that this was once a thriving town, and
the 1949 Cover Crop Campaign in
no roads of any significance west of the
and Mrs. Wayne Jones on Aug. 24, a boy
to illustrate a striking contrast to its
Calloway County. 0. C. Wells, 0. D.,
Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers,
to Mr. and Mrs. William E. Hendon on
new counterpart, New Eddyville.
submitted the winning slogan and will
this being at the edge of -civilization."
Aug. 25, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
be offered the $5 prize in the contest..
About 1800, it was , proposed that
Edwin B. Knight on Aug. 26.
Deaths reported include Clyde C.
public buildings be built at the town
Putnam.
site, "not to exceed a plan of $500."
William Harry Hughes, son of Mr
Dr. Hugh McElrath of Murray has
Thus the town was begun. Impetus to its
and Mrs. Luther Hughes of Murray.
been elected vice president of the
growth came from the settlement of a
arrived Aug. 24 at Anchorage, Alaska,
Kentucky Baptist Encampment which
group of pioneers from Vermont, led to
where he will work as civilian chief of
he and Mrs. McElrath attended at
the area via Virginia and Tennessee. by
transportation at the Alaskan Air
Clear Creek Mountain Springs near
Matthew Lyon.
Depot
He had promised ten families home
sites in this new territory if they would
come with him and help him settle the
Free textbooks for the seventh and
town. So it was that such men as Enoch
Births reported this week include a
eighth grades will be furnished this
Prince, B.B. Cartwright, John Throp,
girl, Patsy Jean, to Mr, and Mrs. Otis
year for the first time by the state at the
Elijah Galusha, G. Strump, James
Hatcher on Aug. 16. This was listed in
schools. Textbooks for the first six
Ivey, Hanson Catlett, George Davenerror as a boy in last week's issue.
grades have been furnished for the last
port. Michael Purket, Gideon Cobb,
Elected as officers of the Kirksey
several years.
Samuel Clark, Jesse Pemberton, Ben
High School Chapter of the Future
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
Risley, William Sprague, Blake Baker,
Farmers of America were Howard
this week agreed to be the receiving
John McArthur, J. Avery and John
Armstrong, Doris Ezell, L. C. Miller,
medium for contributions to the city for
Scott settled at Eddyville.
Pat Carson, Jimmy Jones, and Charles
the proposed municipal park and
It was believed that Colonel Lyon was
Beaman.
playground on 83 acres of city property.
attracted to Eddyville because the land
Katherine Underwood, Rachel White.
located north of Murray.
reminded him of his home in Fair
Clarice Allbritten, and Juanita
Deaths reported this week include
Haven, Vermont. The land must have
Paschall are new officers of the Home
By The Associated Press
Mrs. Charlie Allbritten and Everett
been similar in several ways, because it
Economics Club at Hazel High School
Today is Saturday, Sept. 1, the 244th Hill, 44.
was Matthew Lyon who recognized the
day of 1979. There are 121 days left in
Joe Hughes, 16, and Guy McCuiston,
potential for the iron industry in Lyon
Miss Lula Clayton Beale, Miss Hilda
the year.
17, were declared winners of an enCounty and who started the first iron
Dulaney, Miss Lucy Lee, and Mrs. J. B.
Today's highlights in history
durance skating contest at the Murray
furnances.
Wilson have returned from Peabody
On this date in 1939, Germany in- Rink on Friday morning. They had
One of the first buildings built at
College, Nashville, Tenn., where they
vaded Poland and World War II began. been on their feet without rest for
Eddyville was a brick and stone fort;
have been studying this summer.
more
On the same date six years later, Japan than 16 hours from the starting
Miss Jane Melugin, daughter of Mr.
time,
surrendered to the United States, en- 8:30 a.m. on Thursday, until Tom
and Mrs. Clifford Melugin of Murray,
ding the war.
Banks, manager of the marathon,
arrived in New York City from Europe
On this date:
called the contest at 1 a.m. on Friday
on the steamer Transylvania. She has
In 1682, 100 English Quakers, led by after both boys from a starting field
been in Europe for the summer.
of
The wolf and the lamb shall
William Penn, sailed for America.
nine were showing signs of exhaustion.
"Blondie Takes A Vacation" starring
feed together,...They shall not
In 18r17, a court in Richmond, Va.,
Pine Bluff is preparing for its annual
Penny Singleton and Arthur Lake is
acquitted former Vice President Aaron Labor Day celebration.
hurt nor destroy in all my holy
showing at the Varsity Theatre.
Burr of treason charges.
mountain, saith the Lord.
In 1862, the U.S. Navy abolished the
Isaiah 65:25.
issuance of liquor rations to its men.
God's people still dream of
In 1923, an earthquake devastated the
The contract for the construction of a
Mayfield.
Peace and men of good-will
Japanese cities of Tokyo and new carrier for use at Eggner's Ferry
Three new members of the faculty at
work for it. One day God will
Yokohama.
where U. S. Highway 68 crosses the
Murray State Teachers College named
in
1975, Israel and Egypt initialed a Tennes.4be River has been awarded and
touch all hearts and peace will
by the board of Regents were J. W.
Sinai disengagement treaty.
the new craft will be placed in operation
come.
Compton, principal of the Training
In 1976, Ohio Congressman Wayne
about Sept. 15, according to Bradley
School, Lida Muse, home economics.
Hays quit the House of Representatives and Williams, owners of the ferry
and D. K. Herbert, public school music.
Murray Ledger & Times
franchise.
in scandal.
D. Y. Dunn, formerly of Calloway
Ten years ago: the military seized
A small moonshine still and about two
, USPS306-700)
County,
is now serving as superintPublisher
Walter I. Amer.
power in Libya, an oil exporting nation, gallons of whiskey were seized by
Editor
tendent of the Fayette County Schools.
R Gene McCutchr•
and declared it a socialist republic.
Sheriff J. Robertson, Deputy Bart
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
Three new and beautiful homes beint
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, arm*.
Five years ago: Labor Secretary
Osbron, Ray Hendon, and Constable
mas Day, New Year'm Day and Thanksgiving by
built in Murray are by Dr. Will Hi
Peter Brennan announced a program to
Bailey of New Concord on Monday. The
Murray Newspapers. Inc. 102 N 4th St.
Mason, South Ninth Street, W. a
Murray. Ky art second Class Postage Paid at
offset rising unemployment by
still MIS about 12 miles east of Murray.
Murray, Ky 42071
Swann, Main Street, and M. T. Morris,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas serval hy
gradually increasing public jobs money
Two persons were arrested.
South Fourth Street.
carriers. 112 71 per month, payable an advar• •
,for municipalities.
Thieves stole all the -rugs off the
By mad in Calloway County and to Renton.Ii
Births reported this week include
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky .
One year ago the federal governfloors of f:lrn Grove Baptist Church and
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rudy McDougal, a
Pans, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn , 922 00 •;,..
ment, fearing an autumn gasoline
Sugar Creek Baptist Church in breakins
year By mad to other destlrudions, Kr 50
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dee Drinkard, and
year
shortage, asked oil companies to inone night last week, according to
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. B. I. Rowland.
Member of Associated Preis. Kentucky Prpt.
Calloway County Sheriff J. Robertson.
crease gas production — and was told
Association and Southern Newspaper Publisi,•,
Desiree Beale and Donnye Clopton
Association
there was nothing to worry about.
Deaths reported include James
have returned home after being
The Associated Preis is eirlusBeely entitled t,
Today's birthdays: Former Defense
Turner, 7, Cleaver infant, and Warren
republish local news originated by The Murray
enrolled at the University of Michigan,
Ledger Or ilmes as well as all other AP news
Secretary Melvin Laird is 57 years old. • Holland, 18.
:Ann Arbor, this summer.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Baseball player Garry Maddox is 30.
Herman C.
on, superintendent of •
Business Office
Showing at the Capitol Theatre are
733-19ta
Classdied Advertialrig
Thought for today: Human status
the Murray'Plant of the Kentucky733193
'Tom Mix and Tony in "The Drifter,"
Retail Display Advertising
733-1919
ought not to depend upon the changing
Tennessee Light and Power Company,
(Itruistical
the fifth chapter of the serial, "Pirates
7331919
News and Sports Dope
demands of the economic process. has resigned his position and was
753-1911
of Panama," and the comedy, "Cirrus
William Temple (1881-1944)
srceeded by Robert Carney of
Blues."
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Sunday

K mart' ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY
Our firm intention is to have
every
advertised item in stock on our shelves.
ii an advertised item is
not availabee tor
purchase due to any unforeseen
reason. K mart wiN issue a Rain Check
on request for the merchand
ise to be
purchasast al VW awe osto• whenever
available or will sell you a comparable
quality item at a comparable reduction
in mice. Our policy is to Ors
our
customers "satestectiors always.'

Monday

14

Tuesday

CHARS'Sr!
WI MONO

VISA'

9-5

9-9

Pkg. of 3
2.88

.04444410+3

1R.COFEE

Misses' Sizes

‘4C'esis.

19
INCH
diagonal
measure

2

Pkg. of 3
52.88

107

OReugr
s139"

lint
es
as
r,

Sale $2388
Price
Consumer
Rebate
Net
Cost $2/88

Ea.
Our Reg. 1.96-2.37

Black/White TV

Bras or _Briefs

Fine quality portable with on-top
handle for easy carrying. UHF and
VHF antenna. Save now.

Fahsion bras in many styles, fabrics,
colors. Sizes 32A-44D. Sport briefs
with control front, M-XL.

ul
lea

Our Reg. $4.48
Pkg of 3

Tees or Briefs
In men s sizes. Comfort-titT-shirts or
briefs in soft, white carded cotton.
Package of 3.

$
23
88
2 Days
Only

Fashion Sweaters Mr. Coffee'
Short-sleeved creations with open,
"U" necklines and more. All
machine-washable, in fall colors.

Ultra-speed brewing system with
coffee saver funnel, 50-oz. decanter
and 25 filters.

at
Deluxe Pour Spout .1.67
Oil Drain Pan
2.44

HP)131

Charcoal Briquets

are
ey
rs
1-14t
and
en

6P

Our Reg. $2.97
20 Lb.
While 250 Lost

Quaker State 10W30 Oil
Mr
boy
on

Quality all-season motor oil helps
improve engine performance

Pair
Special Purchase

Film Developing and Printing
Slide or Movie Film

1 09

Men's 'n Boys' Joggers

Shaver For Men
Tripleh

eader rotary with cord Save
Our 14.47 Replacement Comb/
Cutter
12.47

Nylon joggers with flexible r...nning
sole Boys' 21 2-6. men's sizes.

S.

Mr
ay,
ska,
f of
Air
;

Save!

1188

Each

de a
Otis
ed in
e.
sey
tyre
ard
filer,
rles

99

Eacri
2 Da's

Our Reg. 14.97

Watches on Sale

Dependable dress watch for women
calendar watch for men Shop now

Our Reg. 3.97

Juice or Jelly
Or

-

2

A-lb.' Welch s° pure grape jelly or 64oz" pure grape juice Save now.
• Net wt Fl oz.

Pocket Camera
Compact 110 camera features singlestroke, push pull film advance. Save

2

Our
Reg
,
FOR
*
64'

2"x45-Yd. Duct Tape

Panty Hose Choice

Self-adhesive cloth tape with silver polyethylene coating. Save at Kmart

Stretch nylon regular panty hose or allsheer style. SM. MT T Save now

STANDARD

e,
nits
ome
hool
Hilda
J. B
body
they
f Mr.
rray,
rope
has
•
ke is

er Woe 17S0
*.

$777

_

6Our

Our Reg 1 16

4-Pack Light Bulbs
Your choice of 60-. 75-, 100-W frosted
light bulbs from GE'Shop at Kmart

Dazzle Aire Yarn
4-ply

Creslan' acrylic!nylon knitting
worsted type in 3-oz,-' skein. Save.

'American Cyanamid Meg TM

• Fen wi

Our
Reg
1 23

Each
1 24- 1 28

Color Print Film
Fine quality Focal' ASA 100film. 126.12
or 110/12. Shop and Save at Kmart.

48-oz.. Sani-Flush.
Sam-Flush' granules clean, disinfect
and deodorize toilets. Shop at Kmart.
• INC wt.

ty at
: ed
J. W.
wing
• le*.
wk.
oway
perim
hooLs.

• 4
(wrist
ude a
gal, a
d, and
• land.
opton
being
Wigan,
e are
titer,"
• ates
Circus

SAVE

•

undle

Kitchen Terries
Two 15x25 towels or three 13x13dishcloths in checked cotton terry.

$7788

4."

Our Reg. /5.96

Sturdy All-Metal 30"
Wide Footlocker
Sale priced and school boundl Handsome enough to
use as room accessory Brass plated hardware Colors

Si

Each

Our Reg.

1 87

77
2

3

Our
Reg
FOR /53

Disposable Lighter

Butane lighter with visible fuel supply
and adjustable flame. Save at Kmar!

HOMEWOOD

Our Reg 3 63

18"x4-Yd. Kwik Kover.

4-0t. Pyrex 4 Bowl

Self-adhesive plastic covering in many
colors and decor patterns Shop now

Octagon -

Dishwasher-safe glass for use in conventional oven or micro-wave

Shampoo

48-oz'liquid dish
detergent

34-oz shampoo
Gentle and mild.

•Fl

• Fl Oz

700 U.S. 641 North

"a.
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Squittel Hunting is
A Simple S

Fishing Report

By Wade Bourne

lake Rundown

FRANKF'ORT, Ky. AP) —
fair over dropoffs, black bass over submerged cover and around stickups and treetops,
Fishing pressure has been
slow on surface lures and dropoffs and around stickups, clear to murky to muddy,
extremely light on the state's
crank baits n inlets and bays, in tailwaters trout fair, clear stable at pool and 82.
15 major lakes, according to
in tailwaters catfish fair, to murky, stable at pool and
the state Department of Fish
crappie and white bass slow, 81.
"Ithoughtit Wooout:
and Wildlife Resources.
clear to murky,stable, 2.5 feet
Rough River — Crappie
The department's lake-bybelow pool and 82.
slow over deep covers, black
lake rundown:
Nolin — Crappie fair and bass slow at night on artificial
Herrington — White bass
improving over submerged nightcrawlers off points, in
fair to good early and late on
cover and treetops, black bass tailwaters trout fair, clear to
plunker and fly and spoons in
slow on spinner baits and murky to muddy, rising, three
It's a fault of outdoor birds up. I'd visit the pond
jumps, crappie fair over
crank baits off points, clear, feet above pool and 80.
t.
writers to make things behind my uncle's house late
submerged cover, clear to
stable at pool and 80.
Green — Black bass slow on
technical. Catchy, follow-the- in the afternoon to see how
murky to muddy, falling
Cave Run — Musky fair spinner baits off points and
manual recipes for hunting or many doves were coming to
slowly, 18 feet below pool and
casting deep runners in banks, bluegill slow in inlets
fishing catch editors eyes. So water.
85.
timbered coves and over and bays, clear to murky to
everybody tries to write
The scouting effort for
Cumberland — Crappie fair
creek channels, black bass muddy,falling, two feet above
gimmick stories, like "la squirrels was a little more
to good still and drift fishing. slow on artificil nighterawlers pool and 79.
Ways to Load Your Shotgun." regimented, however, I'd get
minnows in inlets and bays
and crank baits over sub- . Grayson — Crappie slow U.
or "Use Light Refraction To up early just once before the
and over deep cover, black
merged cover, clear, stable at fair over submerged cover.
Take Your Deer."
season and cross the road to
bass fair on lower lake still
pool and 80.
clear to murky to muddy,
I guess these articles are our neighbor's woodlot. I'd
fishing small crawfish late
Dale Hollow — White bass falling, one foot above pool
valid. I know some good bass find the familiar path that led
afternoons off steep rocky
fair early and late on plunker and 81.
fishermen who use pH meters, to the crest of a round knob.
points, in tailwaters trout
Buckhorn — Bluegill slow
and fly in jumps, clear, falling
temperature gauges and the and I'd follow it to my stump.
excellent, clear to murky to
off brushy banks, in tailwaters
at pool and 80.
like to find fish. And other The stump was situated 20
Muddy, stable. 10 feet below
Fishtrap — Crappie slow trout slow, clear to murky to
scientist-outdoorsmen employ yards from a moderate-sized
the timberline and 83.
over submerged cover and muddy,falling at pool and 84.
new methods and gadgets to pignut hickory, and the
A
SINv.o. of TP-os OlegfriDepe,
Barren — White bass fair to
Dewey — Crappie slow
around stickups, bluegill slow
I I t AG.Wf
COunr .1
pursue their favorite game.
vantage offered a clear view
good trolling deep runners
I was thinking about this of the upper limbs.
with trailers over flats and on
Saturday morning as I waited
When dawn came I'd hear
spinners and spoons early and
for the telltale jerk of a limb the rain-like rattle of pignut
late in jumps, black bass slow
signaling the presence of a shells falling on the leaves,
to fair early and late and at
squirrel. Dawn had been in and I'd confirm that the
night on. spinner baits and
and the season open just long squirrels were as dependable
artificial nightcrawlers off
enough for me to lose a little as they were the last year.
points and deep dropoffs, in
concentration.
Then I'd leave quietly, and not
tailwaters trout fair to good,
It's a basic sport, squirrel come back until opening day:
clear to murky to muddy,
hunting, and I wondered-What
I hunted with an old .410
rising, six inches above pool
Last weekend sure was a willow flys were falling into all over the' lake. They usually
some of the gimmick wiiters single barrel that belonged to
and 78.
dilly wasn't it? I had a fair day the water. We would make a come back to feed at the same'•
could do to it. Sure, there are my grandfather. It %Nab the
Laurel — Trout fair at night Saturday but Sunday more cast, dropping the rooster tail places.
tricks to use and techniques to most wonderful gun in the
Black bass are beginning to
still and drift liaising nightthan made up fur the entire spinners into Owe boiling,
increase the bag. But these world, and the thin shells were
crawlers off deep banks, week!
churning mass of flies, come up iiear the shoreline
are just basic tenets of good like nuggests. The stubby ones
again holding over and around
bluegill fair in shallows, clear
•
There was a massive willow minnows and fish and just
woodsmanship, like walking for my. father's 12 gauge
submerged brushpiles and
to murky, stable, two feet fly hatch
barely
have
time
to
turn
the
Squirrel woods, shotguns and still mornings are good
during the week and
quietly or mastering the art of seemed impersonal and coldly
below summer pool and 78.
teachers for young hunters. Here Mark Fugate of Caberthen another one Sunday. This reel handle before something stumps. Plastic worms are
being patient.
efficient in comparison.
Kentucky
working good on the deeper
Crappie fair action
tsville spots a target in a nearby hickory tree.
had all the good fish would nearly jerk the rod out
No, squirrel hunting is
On opening morning I
trees and brush.
over channel dropoffs; sauger primed and
of our hands. •
ready
to
hit
any
never
before),
I'd
use
both
simple: a still woods, shafts of wouldn't load my gun until I
Mama would dry them and fair trolling deep runners over
Crappie are still a little sh)
Times like this are few and
thing that moved. 'saw white
thumbs to pry back the surround them on the table
sunlight, a favorite gun, was in the woods. Then I'd
ridges, in, tailwaters catfish and yellow bass,
far between so we Made the but it won't be long before they
largemouth
shotgun's
stubborn
hammer.
with garden vegetables and a and sauger fair to good. clear,
maybe a traditional hickory break down the barrel and
and Kentucky bass, bluegill, most of it and stayed until full will make a move.
Then I'd aim and shoot king's fare, then, was just the
tree where the squirrels cut slide in a shell and snap the
stable, two feet below pool and
Bluegill and other sunfish
skipjacks and mooneyed shad darkness forced our deparquickly so the barrel wouldn't ordinary.
first. The fancy writers piece back together. I'd do it
,re along most all banks as
79.
ture.
all
in
the
same
area where
get heavy. As many times as
That's all a roundabout
shouldn't tamper with it.
slowly so a metal sound
BarkleY — Crappie slow to
I don't relish the thought of the Insects continue to hit the
not my effort was rewarded by reason to hope the gimmick
Time for reflection
wouldn't clack out through the
running after dark because water so a flyrod would be
a
falling
object and a dull writers don't tamper too much
Sitting in the woods alone trees.
the bugs are so bad, and then excellent for them.
thump on the ground.
with gquirrel hunting. I wish
gives a person time for
Then back along the black
Keep an eye out for large
there's at least an hour to
Lessons
reflection, and Saturday path, up the knob to the stump.
they'd leave the teaching to
package your fish, schools of shad on the surface,
clean
and
I learned a few lessons at the sport itself. Let the woods
morning my thoughts went Sit down, brush away noisy
put everything in its proper there usually is a bass or two
the foot of that old stump. One and the squirrels educate the
back to that special woods in leaves, turn up the bill of my
place
for the drive home, swimming underneath them
was the value of life and the hunter, not some step-by-step
Tennessee where I made my cap, lay a couple of extra
doggone,
I'll do it again next and a sinking lure cast
gravity of taking it.
primer. The education will be
first solo hunt. I'm sure shells on the ground. Then the
directly into the school and
chance!
Two squirrels were in the more complete.
thousands of other hunters waiting game started, waiting
allowed to fall on down will be
The
sauger
have
begun
to
tree. and I knocked one out.
And the sport will be kept
across' the state have their for the sun to rise, for
move back onto the bars and caught by these bass.
The shot and fall immobilized simple. Man's role in the
own special woods and squirrels to stir. The darkness
A spoon plug of some type
ledges
again so trolling should
the animal but didn't kill it.
outdoors is simple if it's kept
memories...
magnified the dawn sounds.
that flutters and rolls as. it
be profitable.
wanted
the
other
squirrel,
and
in perspective: appreciate the
In Tennessee squirrel
Somewhere off in the
Stay with the deep running sinks should produce for you.
I quickly retrieved the first woods, respect them, take
season always started Sept. 1, distance another squirrel
baits because many of Watch for your line to twitch
crank
one, dropped him on the from them but give back.
and in the weeks preceeding hunter would shoot. My
the
larger
fish are still around or jerk slightly as the fish
leaves next to my stand and
Suddenly a limb shook, and I
the opener I'd be anxious. brother would be on the other
takes the lure then set the
deep.
12
feet
recommenced my seige of the heard a nut fall to the ground..
Really anxious! For me side of the woods, and I'd get
hard and you're in
hooks
bass
are
White
pushing
the
treetop.
hunting was the best part of excited if I heard his gun —
business. Have a safe holiday
minnows
hard
except
when
The
injured . squirrel
life, and August was longer excited that he might have
the willow flies are hatching weekend and always be,
couldn't crawl away, and the
than June" and July put game and that I might not
so watch for scattered schools happy fishing!
more we looked at each other,
together.
match his effort.
the
more
difficult
it
was when
But my tree wouldn't let me
Besides being the beginning
▪*****•••••••OOOOO 11•11••••111 OOOOOOOOO•••••••
•
time came to be executioner. I
•
of squirrel season, Sept. 1 also down. The squirrels would
•
knew my responsibility, and I
•
•
ushered in dove hunting. The show, usually just a couple,
•
•
exercised it. But the task was
•
early morning trip to my and my average would go up if
•
•
U
hard.
favorite woods would be I downed more than one. I'm
•
•
It's easier to just see
•
followed by a late breakfast sure it was the same family,
•
•
something and shoot and
•
•
and more anxious waiting just different generations,
•
retrieve it and go on. And
until mid-afternoon. Then my that I hunted over the years.
while this experience didn't
•
father, brother, uncle and I
The scenes were the same.
stop me from hunting, it did
•
I'd see a limb shake or hear
would load into the pickup and
•
give me a ne.v understanding
drive to a community shoot. a nut fall, and the adrenalin
•
•
•
of what I was doing and of the
24 Hour Wrecker Service
?School didn't start so early would start pumping. I'd
•
•
out
respect
I
carried
due
as
•
then.) !
strain my eyes to see the flick
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky
•
•
hunter.
my
role
as
•
By the second week in of a tail or the silhouette of a
Gidget Vaughn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Vaughn,
•
The reward
August I'd be scouting for squirrel hunched on a limb
Murray, is very proud of this limit of squirrels her dad shot
•
•
We
always
cleaned
our
both openers. I'd watch for with a hickory nut held up to
Saturday, August 25. Gidget is too small to carry a gun but •
•
We Appreciate Your Business"
game and ate squirrel a
•
dove on light lines, or walk his buzz saw teeth.
enjoys going along with her dad on his hunting trips.
couple of days after the hunt.
its•••••••••••■•••• OOOOO•0000000000000••••1
corn patches just to scare the
If I could spot a squirrel

let

Thornton
Body
shop

•••
•
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CIINCLE TOM'S GUN WORKS
Custom Stock Work,

11
°
SPORTING GOODS

Refinishing
and

Food Gaut

II

4' I Miles East of Murray
On Hwy. 280 (Pottertown Rd.)
136-2505

A

WATSON'S
Fish Market
759-1208

Open 7 Days A Week
We

Phone 753-8322

7:011-11:00 Sac lltrv Mors.
7:1110-1:00 hi. &

aMARINER

Sperinhre in Kentu'cky lake Cothsh

Specializing in servicing tires II 4 W.O. Vehicles
"Wides1" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
753-6779
410 N. 4th
ANUNIIMMIft,

SRipwash
Boat'N' Motor
253 E. Maim

Venture

711-1112

0114
411•10111.11111
.

OUTBOARDS

Sportsmen:

"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

So. 12th. St.

8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
Hwy. 4J So.

Hooks Wheel Alignment

Scope & Sight Installation

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
Storey s

NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

Bluing,

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

I KING 06 VALUES I
_

Check The Values
in our
Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping,and Hunting Equip.
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

1
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Hard Times Shoot
5-To 8. NeM
, Septembef, 8

1980-Year Of The
Few Wheel Drive Car
Nineteen eighty. The year it
happened. For twenty years
people have said somebody
ought to build a car with a four
wheel drive. They didn't need
a truck and they didn't want
one of the jeep type vehicles
with their rough ride and off
road capabilities.
Somebody built the car. Its
called the Eagle. And I got a
chance to drive it out at the
AMC-Jeep place the other
day. To begin with, its one of
the modern day cars - a
genuine four passenger
automobile. More if they're
kids. Its in the sensible size
range to my way of thinking.
Not one of those you almost
have to wear. And not one of
those great big cars that don't
seem to sell real well since gas
got up to a dollar per gallon.
The Eagle is similar to the
AMC Concord. Its powerplant
is the tried and proven 258
cubic inch six cylinder that the
Jeeps have been using for the
past eight years. Its a good
engine, with surprising power,
and a small appetite for
gasoline. I drove an automatic
with the new full time four
wheel drive and you can't teii
its underneath. It drives, runs,
handles, rides, and feels just
like an ordinary automobile.
It looks a little different. But

not much. You almost have to
see it parked beside its cousin,
the Concord, in order to spot
it. It sits up about two inches
higher off the ground. That
actually makes it easier to get
in and out of. The tires were
radials, a trend that apparently is sweeping the industry as they struggle to find
ways to improve milage.
Inside, the Eagle is plush.
The interior is a far cry from
the traditional jeep. More on
the order of one of the top of
the line compacts. Its first
class all the way. The sound
level is nearly awesome
because its so quiet. Being
used to traditional four wheel
drives I normally figure on
something
between
a
locomotive and a tractor in
sound level.
The four wheel drive system
is a Borg Warner QuadraTrac.
Probably the best engineered
system ever designed for full
tune four wheel drives. This
one is modified considerably
from the earlier types like
those used in the big Jeep
vehicles. Its lighter and
quieter. There is no low range
but in the applications this
vehicle would normally be
used for, its probably not
necessary.
What actually .is its ap-

plication? Who will buy it? It No. You'll never know its
is basically a car with all there on the Eagle. Until you
weather capability year need it. And then it does
round. And with the added everything for you. You just
plus of being able to reach the drive. Simple.
fishing spot you used to have a
Drop by and look at the
walk to, or perhaps pulling the Eagle. Its something new and
kids slide around the field pretty nice.
behind your house in the first
This is a land where price is
big snow of the winter. It will apparently irrevalent. At that,
go off road. There's no its well below the big four
question about that.
wheel drives. But not cheap. I
We think mail carriers have heard of one cheap four
would love it. We think wheel drive lately. It burned
anybody who has to get to a more gas from Murray to
job every day of the year Paducah and back than it cost.
would appreciate it. Its a car,
HAPPY FOUR
first and foremost. But its a
WHEELING.
very special car that can do
things previously enjoyed by
the bigger less economical
truck type rigs.
If you want to go play Jungle
Jim in the wilderness with a
gusto, we would recommend
one of the tried and proven
traditional four wheel drives.
Hayward, Wis. — National
On the other hand maybe you
Fresh Water Fishing Hall of
only need four wheel drive just
Fame officials have inducted
for the bad days in winter and
Ole Evinrude into their ensome infrequent trips into the
back country. Picnicing, shrinement hall for outfishing, hunting, camping. standing achievements in the
realm of sport fishing.
The Eagle will do very nicely
During -the first enhere.
Is there anything com- shrinement ceremonies, Bob
Kutz, Exeeutive Director of
plicated about the four wheel
the Hall said, "We are exdrive? Stuff like extra gear
tremely pleased that the
shifts and hubs and switches?
enshrinement committee
named Ole Evinrude as one of
our first inductees. His outstanding contributions to
fishing
through
the
development of the outboard
motor may never be equaled.
Today we take the outboard
for granted but 70 years ago,
when Ole put together that
first "kunckle buster" only
Evinrude had the foresight to
think that his invention would
have the impact on the-fishing
public that it has. We at the
Fishing Hall of Fame are
proud to set aside a place in
the enshrinement room for the
father of the outboard motor.'
Two other legends in the
field of fresh water fishing
accompanied Evinrude into
the hall, Dame Juliana Berners and Izaak Walton.
, Berriers was an English nun
who compiled the first known
treatise on fishing.
The National Fresh Water
Fishing Hall of Fame is a nonprofit
museum
and
educational
organization
dedicated to the conservation
of sport fishing. Besides enshrinements, the center has
programs and activities that
cover every aspect of fishing from official keepers of world
Gov. Julian M. Carroll, appearing as a special guest at a state fair taping of the Kenfresh water fish records to
tucky Afield television program, made official Kentucky's participation in National maintaining a complete
Hunting and Fishing Day on Sept. 22. The governor, shown here with Kentucky research library. Similar to
Afield's host Hope D. Carleton, second from left, Commissioner Carl E. Kays of the the baseball hall of fame, the
fish and wildlife department and Judge R. Lester Mullins, League of Kentucky fresh water fishing hall is a
Sportsmen president, also announced a reassignment of interest on fish and game place where the history of
and
angling
fund monies which will make additional financing available for fish and wildlife fishing
achievements will for ever bc
programs in Kentucky.
portrayed.

Ole Evinrude
Inducted Into
Nall Of fame

Proclaims Hunting and Fishing Day

•
•
•

soma

The
Jenny
Ridge
Bowhunters Society will hold a
Hard Times shoot in the new
Murray-Calloway Park,
Saturday, September 8. The
shoot will begin at nine a.m.
and the last round will begin
no later than 4 p.m. The shoot
will be held under hunting
conditions. The public is invited to attend and participate, everyone is welcome.

Tips From Your
Taxidermist
Do not hang your mounted
waterfowl over heaters or
near the entrance of the kitchen. The heat will cause
greese to collect and this will
collect dust:
Most waterfowl will keep in
the freezer from 9 to 12 months
before drying out. It is best to
have it mounted within one
year.

Members of the Jenny Ridge Bowhunters Society took top honors again at a
Waverly, Tenn. shoot. Billy Dodd,left took first place in the B class. Don Hayes took first place in the C class after a tie and winning a lenghty shoot-off.
At another Waverly, Tenn. shoot members of the Jenny Ridge Bowhunters Society
took several top honors. Winners were, not pictured, Randy Lassiter, first place in the
visitors class, Paul Myhill, first place in the A class, Bud Raspberry, second place in the
A class.

79-80
Tennessee

SUMMARY OF THE STATEWIDE
SMALL GAME HUNTING SEASONS
Far detailed strewed. beat* Itiferwatiee,
i.e statewide heating 'wide.
Possession limit is twice daily bag limit except on opening day
SPECIES
OPENS
CLOSES
DANA'BAG

Statewide
Hunting Guide

Squirrel
Grouse
Closed W. of 1-65
Rabbit
Quail
Crow

LICENSE FEES
RESIDENT
Hunting/Fishing Combination (Type 01)
Sportsman's License(Type 53)
Junior Hunting (Type 02)
Trapping (Type 19)
•Turkey License(Typo 52)
'Big Game (deer, bear, boor) Type-15)
"Archery (Type 16)
Waterfowl(16 years and older) Type 51)

S 7.80
30.30
3 30
5 30
3 30
780
2 30
2 30

NON-RESIDENT
Hunting (Type 06)
Hunting. Fishing Combination (Type 61)
Junior Hunting (Type 62)
3-Day Hunting (except big gome)(Type 08)
Trapping (Type 69)
'Turkey License(Type 68)
'Big Game(deer, bear, boor)(Type 65)
'Archery (Type 66)
'Waterfowl(Type 67)

Aug. 25
Oct. 13

Jan. 31
Feb 29

6
3

Nov. 10
Feb. 29
5
Nov. 10
Feb. 29
10
June through February
No Limit
(Friday. Saturday, Sunday, only)
English Sparrow
Yr. Round
No
Limit
Starling
Year
No
Round"
Limit
Dove
Sept.
Sept. 30
12
Oct. 13
Oct. 28
Dec. 22
Jan. 14
Woodcock
Oct. 20
Nov. 25
5
Feb. 1
Feb. 28
Wilson Snipe
Nov. 19
Feb. 28
8
Teal
Sept. 15
Sept. 23
A
(Blue-wing, green-wing, or cinnamon)

20.30
30.30
5 30
8 30
15.30 Shooting hours:
Dove-12:00 noon to sunset
10.30
Woodcock 8 Wilson Snipe-one half hour before sunrise to sunset.
30.30
Teal-sunrise to sunset.
5 30
Bobcat
Nov.9
Feb. 29
530
(daylight hours only)
Beaver
Nov.9
Feb. 11
No
(daylight hours only)
Limit
Open year round W. of Hwy. 56. Closed in that portion E. of U.S.
Special Management Permit (Type 39)Cherokee Forest WAAA big
127 and N. of 1-40.
game and turkey
Closed except in Dyer. Lauderdale, Smith.
hunts only
530 Red Fox
Tipton, 8 Wilson Counties
No limit
Big Game(deer, bear, boor) per hunt
in these counties
(Type 35
530 Opossum•Mink
Oct. 12
Feb. 11
No

Wildlife Management Area Permits

Small Game
Annual permit(Type 33)
Daily permit(Type 34)

W. of Hwy. 27 and E. Boundary of Scott & Morgan Counties
630
180

Comb, annual waterfowl and small game
(Type 31)
Comb, doily waterfowl and small game
(Typo 32)

15.30
330

Oppossum- Mink
Nov. 9
Feb. 11
E. of Hwy. 27 and E Boundary of Scott 8 Morgan
Counties

Limit
No Limit

Groundhog, Gray
Fox, Skunk,
Weasel, Coyote
Open year round during daylighrhours except in those counties
regulated by private acts.

The Sportsman's license includes everything except: Trapping
License, Trout License, Tellico and Wild Trout Stream Permits.
Cherokee Wildlife Management Area Permit for Big Game. Agency Raccoon
Oct. 12
Feb. 11
Lake Permits, Wildlife Manogement Area Big Game Hunt Permits, W. of Hwy. 27
sunset
sunrise
Antlerloss Permits, Federal Migratory Waterfowl Stamp, and free and E. Boundary
permits where required.
of Scott and Morgan CounLicense required up to 65 years of age and all non-residents. ties
Junior Hunting License needed under the age of 16. License not re- Racoon
Nov.9
Feb 11
quired for military with leave papers. Licenses not required for
sunset
sunrise
owners, tenants ond dependent children to hunt on formlond on
which they reside.
E. of Hwy. 27 and E. Boundary of Scott & Morgan Cos.
•Needed in addition to basic hunting license.
'Party defined as all occupants of one vehicle

No
Limit
One
per person
per night

One
Per Party•
Per Night

'
4
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Cain's, AMC,Jeepl

Compliments
Of

Trucks-Trailers-Buses,Inc.
641 South
753-1372

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
_ .80 w'X 900 Sycamore
753-5142

South 12th Street

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

appy Holiday Travel,Inc
Pancromo Shores on Kentucky Lore
DON McCLURE

GRAYSON McClUltt

Take 94 Fast out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 miles post Bonner s Grocery Take
bloc loop into PonoromoOoncl follow blacktop to your right

Ttlephone,502436.5483

ii
/
/
/
I
I

RESTAURANT

enlake Marina

4

Murray, Kentucky

753-4111

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

6
(
4/

.Complete line of Fishift and Sporting Equipment

Boot, Motor,Pontoon I Ski
f Rentals- Snide Soorvile-Covered Storageir
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
r/
1 Rt. 1 Hardin
474-224kor 474-411,
(502)

—

ext. 171 ()
-

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your 11-Haul Ileadquarteks

PA

Snorts
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Defenses Dominate As Tigers Edge Reidland 4-0
11 TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times
Sportt Editor
REIDLAND. Ky. — While
losing football games becomes
harder and harder for
Reidland
coach
Tony
Burkeen,
winning
is
something John Hina would
like to continue doing, even by
a 4-0 score.
"Defense-wise. this was a
perfect game in every way for
us." said Hina. whose Murray
High team used two safeties to
nip the Greyhounds last night
for their second straight
victory without a defeat.
For Burkeen, though, the
loss, his team's third in as
many games, was particularly hard to take. -What
can I say? My players threw
everything they had out there,
and we still lost."
Even in losing, however.
Reidland threw a scare into
the Tigers and a good-sized
Murray rooting section. With
the visitors clinging to their
meager advantage. Reidland
quarterback Randy Mayfield

lofted a 27-yard pass completion to Pete Sturm. And
after the Tigers were assessed
a 15-yard penalty for unsportsmanlike conduct, the
Greyhounds owned a first
down on the Murray 27-yard
line with 527 left in the game.
But as it had done earlier
each time it needed. the
Murray defense stiffened.
Tailback Pete Mitchell picked
up just two yards on successive carries, and two
Mayfield passes fell incomplete,
though
his
desperate fourth-down attempt grazed the fingertips of
Jimmy Grim!)in the end zone.
That series sealed the Tiger
triumph, as Murray chewed
up the remaining three
minutes in advancing to
Reidland's 28 before time
expired.
To win on two safeties is odd
enough, but the • fashion in
which Murray gained them
was particularly unusual.
With his team facing a fourthdown situation at their own
nine-yard line late in the first

Nick Swift rambled for 35 yards in helping the Tigers blank
Reidland last night.

quarter. Burkeen ordered
Mayfield, who also punts for
his team, to retreat out of his
own end zone. That gave the
Tigers two points and
possesion of the ball.
Later, with all but six
seconds gone in the third
period and Reidland at its 10yard line. Burkeen handed
Murray two points again, this
time telling his center to loft
the snap for the punt high over
Mayfield's head and out of the
end zone.
Those plays had some
Greyhound fans grumbling,
but Burkeen offered ,an explanation. "Our regular
center was injured, so rather
than risk a bad snap and a
blocked punt in the first
quarter, we ft like we could
afford to give up two points
instead of seven.
-We decided that we didn't
want to let Murray establish
itself early with some quick
touchdowns, and we felt our
defense could force them to
make enough mistakes to
capitalize on them." he said.
.As a matter of fact, both
defenses enjoyed field days.
Each teams had a pass intercepted and the two teams
combined for four fumbles.
The Tigers' first fumble
was, to say the least, untimely. Rich Rollins found
Brad Wells open in the flat for
a 46-yard pass play that gave
Murray a first down on
Reidland's one-yard line, but
the Tiger bobble on the next
play destroyed what looked to
be a sure touchdown.
Then, in the second quarter,
Eddie Requarth grabbed a
F.cH:s' pass and strolled into
the end zone, but the touchdown was called back due to a
Murray holding penalty.
''Obviously, we strugged
offensively," said Hina.
"Aside from the mistakes in
the first half, I felt like we
moved the ball well. But in the
second half, well, we didn't do
much right in that area at
all."
In the third quarter.

Ozark, Amid Losing Streak
Is Fired As Philliessi Skipper
By TOM SALADINO
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA — Star first
baseman Pete Rose. for one,
was not willing to blame the
Philadelphia Phillies' troubles
on Danny Ozark after Ozark
was fired Friday as the club's
manager.
- "I don't give a damn if
Sparky Anderson, Miller
Huggins, Danny Ozark or
Billy Martin were managing
this team. We'd still be
struggling in fifth place the
way we've played." Rose said.
The end for Ozark, who
guided the Phillies to three
consecutive East Division
titles during his seven years at
as
came
helm,
the
Philadelphia fell 1212 games
off the pace of the Pittsburgh
Pirates after dropping five
straight and eight of nine
games.
Dallas Green, a former
Phillies pitcher and currently

director of minor teagues and
scouting for the club, was
named interim manager for
the final month of the season.
Paul Owens, the director of
player personnel. made the
announcement at a news
conference just prior to the
Phillies 6-2 victory Friday
night over the Atlanta Braves.
"There's no way it was his
fault," said Rose of the 55yearold Ozark, who was called
a "players' manager" by
many of the Phillies.
''The gentleman tried
everything in his power," said
Rose. "He had been very
successful during the past
seven years, winning three
titles which was something no
National
other
League
manager had ever done. I
have all the respect in the
world for him. He tried to get
us out of the rut but everything
didn't work out."
Owens said he and owner

Ruly Carpenter decided t()
make the change "after two or
three days of deliberation. We
were disappointed in the way
the club has performed the
past few weeks and felt that
something had to be done."
Green, 45, who had a 20-22
major league record with the
Phillies, New York Mets and
Washington Senators in the
1960s, said "They asked me to
do the job the rest of the year
and I agreed to go down on the
field and make every effort to
get the athletes to believe in
themselves and give the
Philadelphia baseball fans the
kid of effort they deserve."
Ozark said he did not know
what his immediate plans
would be but Owens indicated
the Phillies would welcome
him in the organization if he
wished to remain.
"I feel disappointed in the
way the players performed for
me this year.

Burkeen argued over
decision by the officials thi,
overruled what he thought
should have been a touchdown
for his team. Rollins threw a:i
inicomplete pass at midfield.
but Reidland lineman Rc,
named, thinking the pass tel
behind the line of scrimmage.
scooped up the ball and hightailed it into the end zone.
"I can't really say now
whether it was an incomplete
pass or a loose ball," Burkeel
said after the game."But I did
get pretty upset about it. I
think any coach would have,'
Burkeen, though, denied
that he regretted ordering his
team to punt, rather than
allowing the first safety. Had
the Greyhounds trailed only 20 during their Sinai drive, a
field goal could have won the
game.
-You have to make those
decisions very quickly, and
you have to judge the
situation at hand, not whether
it might come back to hurt
you.".he said.
Tim Foster and Nick Hibbard picked up 63 and 49
yards, respectively, to lead
Tiger rushers, while Wells
caught two passes. for 48
yards.
Murray plays the first of
five consecutive Class AA
district games Friday, hosting
Ft. Campbell to an 8 p.m.
contest
Murray High 4, Realised.
Murray M.. Reidland R
First Downs — M 9. R 4
Rushes-yards — M 31-149: R 2541.
Passing-yards — M 4-15-1 (81); R
35,
Total offense — 54330. R 83.
Penalbes-yards — M 4-60; R 8-70.
Fumbles-lcet — M 3-3: R 1-1.
Punts-avg — M 4-33.3. R
How They scored
Murray — safety. 1 14. 1st
Murray -- safety. OS. 3rd
Marray ladIvidual
Raab*
nil, Foster 1043, Nick Hibbard 13-49:
Nick Swift 7-35. Reed Hornsby 1-2
Pattatag
Rich RoWns 4-15-1 Al
Receiving
Brad VielLs 2-48, Kevin Vaughn 1-.15:
Hornsby 1-18
Pusan(
Nick Swift 4-133-33.3
latereeptioas
Swift I

Murray High's Eddie Requarth 421 and Brad Wells stopped a Reidland ball carrier cold during the Tigers' 4-0 triumph
last night. It improved Murray's season record to 2-0.

Those Tennis Babes
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Even the
Nastase, the flamboyant
Romanian, can't get away
from the new crop of tennis
tykes.
'Wherever you go in the
players' lounge, you step on a
baby girl." the 33-year-old
Nastase joked. -"One is over
there crying, one is over there
giggling, one is over there
taking a nap. They are all over
the place."
Friday night this younger
generation took over the
stadium court at the U.S, Open
tennis championships, with 16year-old
Tracy
Austin
defeating 14-year-old Andrea
Jaeger 6-2, 6-2, in a battle of
pint-sized
blondes
with

Austin Edges Jaeger In Youthful U.S. Open Match

An
ex:

bouncing pigtails.
"I've been -playing these
older women for a year now,
so I wasn't really that nervous," Jaeger said of her bigtime tennis debut.
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Austin, Jaeger and Horvath
are members of a crop of
smooth-stroking youngsters
who are threatening to change
the face of women's tennis.
Nearly all the seeded
players, led by defending
champion Jimmy Connors.
continued their march into the
third round with victories

Friday, a day that saw no
repeat of the rowdy crowd
behavior
that
marred
Thursday's match between
Nastase andJohn McEnroe.
The only time the crowd
became really vocal came
during fifth-ranked Roscoe
Tanner's 6-3, 6-2, 6-1 victory
of
over
Lendl
Ivan
Czechoslovakia Friday night.
Lendl was penalized a point in
the second- for hitting a ball
into the stands in a gesture of
disgust, and the crowd began
booing during the moments of

confusion that ensued. But
play soon resumed and the
match was completed without
further incident.
Connors, rated No.2 behind
Wimbledon champion Bjorn
Borg, beat India's Vijay
Amritraj 7-6, 7-5, retired,
Arnritraj giving up._when he
suffered cramps in his thumb
that prevented him from
gripping the racket
-I was dodging bullets out
there for two 'sets," said
Connors. "If he was playing
hurt, I'd hate to see him when
he's healthy." •
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With Loss To Belfry, Russell's
Title Chances Almost Gone

vW

By the Associated Pre.,
chances 4
Russell's
retaining its Kentucky class
AAA football title have been
all but eliminated.
Belfry scored the ,nly
touchdown it needed hi the
second period on a five-ard
pass from Gary Smith to Matt
Gilliam, then relied on Its
stout defense for a 6-0 victory
in Friday night's encounter.
Belfry, 2-0, needs only t(, beat
Johnson Central later in the
year to clinch its district title
and a playoff berth.
The loss by Russell, the
2 team in Class AAA, was ae
of six handed to ranked teams
on Friday.
No. 4 Shelby County of State
AAAA, 1-1, dropped a 2P1decision at Daviess County,
and fifth-ranked Fort Thon4is
Highlands of Class AAA lost
its second game in three starts

The Murray High defense appeared at times to be everywhere against
Reidland last night. From left are Tony Herndon
Dwight McDowell, Nick Swift, Nick Hibbard and Mike Gough.
•

when Covington Catholic
rolled 31-7. Bill Beiger scored
three times for Catholic.
In the only game Friday
matching ranked teams, No. 1
Richmond Madison of Class A
edged third-ranked Somerset
of Class AA by 21-16. Frankfort came from behind to nip
fifth-ranked Bardstown of
Class AA 14-12, with David
Updike scoring the winning
touchdown.
Carroll County's Lonnie
Murnphrey bolted 57 yards for
the only score of the game as
Carroll County took a 6-0
verdict from fourth-ranked
Owen County of Class A.
In other games involving
topranked teams, No. 1
Lexington Tates. Creek of
State AAAA blanked Danville
21-0, top-ranked FranklinSimpson of Class AAA buried
Russellville
28-6,
and
Mayfield, tops in Class AA,
won its 28th consecutive game
with a 40-0 - rout of Hopkinsville.
In other games Friday:
—Jefferson County AAAA
No. 3 DeSales slipped by
Fairdale 7-3, No. 4 Iroquois
measured Manual 21-7, and
No. 5 Butler blasted Pleasure
Ridge Park 41-0.
—State AAAA: No. 2
Owensboro crushed Owensboro Catholic 49-0 and thirdranked Franklin County
stopped Madison Central 14-0.
—Class AAA: Third-rated
Woodford County mauled
Anderson County 33-0 and No.
4 Scott County battered Clark
County 26-0.
—Class AA: Greg Wright
ran 33 yards for the only score
as No. 2 Heath edged Trigg
County 7-0 and No. 4 Pikeville
shut out Vihitesburg 26-0.
—Class : No. 2 Campbellsville won its third game in
as many starts with a 14-7 win
over Green County, thirdranked Paintsville won its
first game with a 34-7 decision
over Fairview and fifthranked Bellevue mangled
Erlanger Scott 49-6 as John
Sutkamp scored four touchdowns.

3
• /

4
5

1
2
3
son
4
5
12

Jeff Chadwick 781 chases Reidland quarterback Randy Mayfield during last night's 4-0
Murray High Victory.
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HOUSEBOATS
Your very own mobile cottage on the lake. . . Why dream
and wish. .. Do It! Make that move to a new or used house
boat from Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Ever stop to think the fell boating season is really the most beautiful of
all The lake is so nice - pleasant temperatures- warm days cool
nites gentle breezes - Seems you can almost hear the Good Lord, saying See
how pretty I have created things for you. Enjoy It!
Start now - Looking forward to fell boating, the most beautiful ever
with a houseboat a pontoon boat, a small family cruiser or even a low
priced Grumman fishing boat

Used, in stock from $7,800 8 up
New, in stock from $13,000 8 up
Plush or plain, gas or diesel, steel, aluminum or fiberglass.

See...The dependable Houseboat People.
Don McClure

Grayson McClure

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panoramic Shore on Kentuck y take
tear 94 last out of Murray 4,, 2 foolei Two right on 190 loSSo. 7$0 to, 7 Role t pelt tonne, (owe., 199 blof 9rop
0110
10 fr.sf stop stql9 Iwo roll., 19•0l.t5 or.41 Tow 9144•Ir
Teleophon• 419 9411
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Potent Marshals Gun Down Outmanned Lakers
By TONY WILSON

hand the Lakers their second

Ledger & Times
Sports Editor
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky.- If
Marshall County opened its
season with a bang, then in
contrast,

Calloway

County

never had a chance to load.
The Marshals roared to a 400 halftime lead and romped to,
a 61-0 triumph last night to

though,"
said
Marshall
County coach Larry Krouse.
"Last year when their JVs

do, that we were ready to play .
At times, we looked like it."

played
us, some of their
players just walked off the
field _ during
the
game.

the Laker backfield for the
first time, pickl'fi up 54 yards
on

Calloway

little stronger and force us to
do some things we need to
work on. We just had them

kids

times,

including

hookup

Angels' demise - are -greatly
exaggerated.
But
the
out

ind
orn

Not only aren't the Angels
dead, but they're back in first
place in the American League
West after surrendering the
top spot for one day to the
Kansas City Royals.
The

Angels,

who

had

row,

jay

dropped five games in a

ed,

had to overcome a 4-0 deficit

he

and

rib

before edging the Cleveland
Indians
9-8
on
Brian

om

then

blew

an 8-4 lead

Yankees
Tommy
game

7,

John

of

the

Royals
won

3 -

his 18th

season

with

eighthinning help from Rich
Gossage, and Reggie Jackson
drove in four runs with his
22nd homer and a single.
Jackson's

two-run

nesota scored two runs on wild
pitches by Baltimore's Dennis
Martinez and Ken Landreaux
hit a tie-breaking home run in
the sixth inning as Minnesota

for the Brewers but kept them
eight games behind Baltimore

BASEBALL ROUNDUP

Revering collected three hits
and drove in a pair of runs and

White Sox 6, Brewers 1 Chet Lemon hit a pair of
homers and drove in four runs

hen

victory

over

Detroit in 10 days as Oakland
ended

the

Tigers' six-game

winning streak.

Louis

NL games Friday, St.
needed 15 innings to

Here is how the teams ranked in The
Associated Frees high school football
polls fared tlus weekend
Jeffersoe Co *AAA
1 Trinity .1.0o plays Ballard tonight
226 Xavier 04, plays Seneca tonight
3 DeSales .34, del Fairdaie 74
4 Iroquois (2-0 del Manual 21-7
5 Butler , 24. del Pleasure Ridge Park
41-0
State &AAA
1 Les Tates Creek (2-0. del Danville
21-0
2 Owensboro .3-0. del Owensboro Cath
49-0
3 Franklin Co .34. del Madison Cen,
tral 14.0
4 Shelby Co 1-1. lout to Devices Co MS

Outland. "They (Mar-

The Marshals dominated in
most Phases, outgaining the
Lakers
283-35
in
rushing
yardage.

innings to lead Houston

over New York.

New
York
Mets
2-0,
Philadelphia defeated Atlanta
6-2, Los Angeles stopped the

runs and Dave Lopes and
Steve Garvey added -one each

as

Los

Angeles

downed

Chicago to snap a three-game

6 l,. know this sounds untrue
because of the score, but I
think Calloway was better
than they were against Union
County ( last week's Laker
opponent)," said Krouse. "It
his players will just hang in
there, Stan can make that
program go."

But

though

Calloway County quarterback
Brad Bryan arched a pass in

Calloway's

the first half against Marshall
County yesterday.

County
was
little
better,
completing just two of nine.

10

unsuccessful,

passes

were

Marshall

Calloway IC), Marshall Co.(M.
First Downs - C 4; M 12.
Rushes-yards - C 35-49; M 35-283
Passing-yards - C 0-10-2 10., M 24-0
35
Total offense - C 49; M 318.
Penalties-yards - C 5-49; M 11-95
Fumbles-lost - C 4-3; M 44.
How They Scored
M - Dean Jackson. 9 run; 7:52, 1st.
M - Kevin Holt, 20 run; 5:51, 1st. (Art
viz, kick..
- Jackson. 45 run 'Travis, kick):
4:57, 1st.
M - Jackson. 34 pass from Bruce Ford
I Travis, kick,. 10:48. Ind.
M - Billy Presson, 40 run: 3:54, 2nd
M - Kerry Henson, 9 run; ;10. 2nd
M -- Jackson, 5 run; 9107, 3rd.
M - Kevin Holt, 23 run; 9:48, ith.
M -- Martin Lockard, 19 run; (Presson,
pass from Jackson,: 2- 14, 4th

Derby Classic Says All-Star
Game Can Continue To Exist

losing streak.

By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - The
chairman, of
the
Derby

tually, any Indiana player in
the Derby contest would be
ineligible for the Kentucky-

Pirates 6, Giants 4 - Relief
pitcher Enrique Romo snuffed
out a San Francisco rally in

15,823 in 1973 to a low of 6,047

Judy said he plans to set up
a meeting with officials of the

in 1978.

on

Festival Classic high school
allstar basketball game says
he believes that game can

Indiana series.

8, Padres 7 - Jerry
Mumphrey singled and scored

the sixth inning by retiring

coexist

pinch-hitter

Indiana All Star game.

a double

by Keith

Her-

nandez in the 15th inning. to
give St. Louis its victory. It

with

Willie

McCovey

two runners on

base.

"We

with
think

different

Prep Football

Baseball Standings

the

Kentucky-

they

products

are two
and

that

there's a market for both
'games," said Jim Judy. "Our
game
brings the national

flavor in, while theirs is a
Last eight's games
AMERICAN LEAGUE
state rivalry."
Adair Co 14 Clinton Co 13
EAST
Barren Co 211 Tompkinsville 0
Don Bates, Indiana game
W
L
Pet. GB
Beechwood 13 Ludlow 7
Baltimore
87 45
director for the two-game
659 Belfry 6 Russell 0
Milwaukee
ill 55
596
8
Bellevue 49 Erlanger Scott 6
Kentucky-Indiana series each
Boston
78 53 595
8,
s
Boone Co 18 Boyd Co 8
June, said earlier in the week
New York
72 59
550 14's
Bowling Green 404.e: Lafayette 14
Detroit
73 62
541 15
,
,
he
was
Boyle Co 12 Washington Co 6
'considering
Cleveland
69 66
511 191
/
2
Bullitt Central 33 N Bullitt 0
prohibiting
Indiana's
Toronto
Mr.
43 91
321 ). 45
Caldwell Co 18 Christian Co 0
WEST
Basketball from playing in the
Campbellville 14 Green Co 7
California
72
63
533
Carroll Co 6 Owen Co 0
Derby,Festival game.
Kansas City
71 63
530
Cawood 14 Everts 7
The Derby Festival game
%relegate
69 64
519
2
Corbin 27 Pineville 0
Texas
64 71
474
8
pits a team of Indiana and
Covington Cath 31 Ft Thos Highlands 7
Chicago
58
75
436
13
Cumberland 28 Lone Jack 22
Kentucky high. school stars
Seattle
57 79
419 15,
s
Daviess Co 28 Shelby Co 26
Oakland
44
92
324
26"i
against
the U.S. All-Stars.
Defensive end Kevin Kernel' was a bit shaken after
Dive
Heights 8 Erlanger Lloyd 6
a play
Friday's Games
3 Paintsville (1-1. del Fairview 34-7
E Carter 20 Mason Co 8
Bates also said that evenlast night against Marshall County. He was uninjured, but
Toronto 5, Seattle 4. 11 innings
4 Owen Co II-1) lost to Carroll Co 6-0
Edmonson Co 24 Caverns 20
Boston 9, Texas 6
Calloway lost the game.
5 Bellevue 1101 del Erlanger Scott 49Flm-Sunpson 28 Russellville 6
Minoesote 3, Baltimore I
Fleming C'o 56 Henry Co 6
California 9, Cleveland 8
Fleming-Neon 54 Jenkins 0
New York?. Kansas City 3
Frankfort 14 Bardstown 12
Oakland 5, Detroit 3
Franklin Co 14 Madison Central 0
Chicago 6, Milwaukee 1
Ft Campbell 54 Hancock Co 0
Ft Knox 16 N Hardin 15
Fulton City 13 Fulton Co 12
il12
Hc, ycutt
.679.e'
,9
SeattleHone
at Toronto
Garrard Co 38 Casey Co 8
Huffrysais
Glasgow 14 Elizabethtown 6
Kansas City 'Gale 9-9. at New York
Grayson Co 27 McLean 0
Clay 14
Greenup Co 18 Prestonsburg 15
Texas
. Jenkins 13-11 'at Boston IStanley
Harlan 42 MC Napier 6
13-9.
Harrison Co 26 Ashland 0
knu
Oa
hld
am
a
n
9
d(
4,McCarty 8-91 at Detroit , F311Harrodsburg 56 Jessamine Co 0
rolled in a six-foot birdie putt
beat Gary Hallberg,4 and 3, in
By the Associated Press
Hazard 7 Breathitt Co 6
Minnesota
sot
:
s),Iffinart
, tell 5-7 at Baltimore
CLEVELAND - John Cook,
on the eighth extra hole to nip
Heath 7 Trigg Co 0
the 79th U.S. Amateur Golf
'Palmer
Jeffersontown 7 Fern Creek 3
Championship at Canterbury
Clements, of Poway. Calif., a
already well known as a fierce
CialdornmIfBa
,spnner
s4), nirr 8-11.. at Cleveland
Johns Creek 23 Virgie 12
fourtime All-American at San
Golf Club.
competitor in amateur golf,
LaRue Co 77 W Hardin 0
,,,,,
M
oll
ith
waTh
aukee
13.11 1Sorense
,.
n 14-12) at Chicago
Leslie Co 34 Johnson ('entral 29
Diego State.
Today's collegiate-flavored
has gained a new nickname ten Henry Clay 9 lex Bryan Station 6
semifinals pitted Cook against
Marathon Man.
Len Tales Creek 21 Danville 0
Oakland atte
ntro
dlY'
it Gam"
University of Alabama junior
Lincoln Co 47 Ftockcastle Co 0
That's what some comCook rested briefly, then
Seattle at Toronto
Lou Butler 41 Pleasure Ridge Park 0
Mark
Cecil Ingram and
petitors were calling him after
crushed Hallberg, the NCAA
Minnesota at Baltimore
Lou DeSales 7 Lou Fairdale 3
O'Meara of Long Beach State
the 21-year-old senior from
Lou Eastern? tau Westport 0
champion from Wake Forest,
Lou Iroquois 21 Lou Manual 7
against Joe Rassett of Oral
ohio State displayed his talent
with three birdies in the first
Lou Moore 14 Lou Durrett 0
Roberts.
and 'lamina Friday by surNATIONAL LEAGUE
six holes.
Lou Southern 16 bou Male 0
EAST
Lou Stuart 19 Lou Valley,- 7
viving a dramatic 26-hole
Cook, trying to become the
Pet GB
Lou lhos Jefferson 18 Lou Atherton 8
back-to-back
third -round
U.S.
match with first
Pittsburgh
76 54
591
Lou Wag,gener 7 Lou Central 0
Hallberg
Montreal
reached
the
Amateur winner since Harvie
Lennie Clements, then going
72 54
571
3
Lou Western 10 Lou Shawnee 0
Chicago
71 60
61
542
/
2
quarterfinals
Lyrui Camp 14 Lynch 0
by outlasting
Ward did it in 1955 and 1956,
back into the blazing sun to
Louis
St
534
76 61
Madisonville 7 Union Co 6
tournament medalist Bobby
Philadelphia
66 67
_496 121
/
2
Marion Co 27 Hart Co 6
New York
Clampett of Brigham Young
52 78
400 25
Marshall Co SI CALLOWAY CO
WFST
Mayfield 40 Hoplarisville 0
in a 21-hole match decided
Cincinnati
77 58
570
Mercer Co 12 Berea 0
when Clampett three-putted
Houston
76 58
557
Middlesboro 21 laurel Co 6
be Angeles
42 72
463 141
from 40 feet.
/
2
Montgomery Co 20 Bourbon Co 17
San Francisco
60 74
/
2
448 161
Morgan Co 14 Lawrence Co
Diego
San
57 78
422 20
MURRAY 4 Releliusd
Atlanta
53 80
398 23
Nelson Co 20 Meade Co 14
Cook tamed the tough 6,836Friday's Games
Newport 47 Campbell Co 0
Montreal 8, Cincinnon 7. 10 innings
yard
Canterbury
Ohio Co 8 Breckinridge Co 0
layout
Philadelphia
6, Atlanta 2, 54 innings,
Oldham Co 34 E Hardin 6
Friday with a strong 4-underrain
Owensboro 49 Owensboro Cath 0
par
performance over 41
Houston 2, New York 0
Paducah Tilghman 36 (Alin! Oak 0
St Louts 8, San Diego 7. 15 innings
Paintsville 34 Fairview 7
holes.
los Angeles S. Chicago 4
26 Whitembura 0
Pittsburgh 6, San Francisco 4
Raceland 27 Maysville 2
flatarday's C41113f1
RICA Madison 21 Somerset 16
"That was the toughest day
Pittsburgh (Xison 6-7 and Bibby 9-3. at
Rowan Co 25 Bath Co 6
I ever had in my life," Cook
San
Francisco
(Montefirico 34 and KnepScott Co 26 Clark Co 0
per 4-91. 2
Simon Kenton 27 Dayton
said wearily. "I walked at
phadelphia (Christenson 4-10. at AtTaylor Co 27 Metcalfe Co 0
least 14 miles. After that first
lanta PNiekro 17-17., In,
Todd Central 17 Butler Co 14
0011.0111M
Cincinnati (Seaver 13-5. at Montreal
Trimble Co 25 Eminence 0
match with Lennie, I was
(Palmer 6-2i,
W Carter 10 Lewis Co 7
•
really pumped up. I took a
New York fralaine 3.10 , at Houston
Warren Central 14 Allen Co 10
(Richard 14-121, In)
shower and tried to regroup a
Warren East 20 Russell Co
WINIONI*011.11.1.1MIAMC.111
Meade (Reuschel 16-7 at lea Angeles
Webster Co 33 Crittenden Co 12
little. Then I went out and
(Sutton 11,121, In)
Whitley Co 36 Wayne Co 12
734
played the first six holes about
1300 Johnso\n 759.1
St Lams (Martinez 11-7 , at San Diego
Williamsburg 8 Clay Co 7 ;
Una"°whir&0 441i, (fl
Woodford Co 33 Anderson Co 0
as well as!can plait"

He's Cooking

behind. so

to boost Montreal over Cin-

Dodgers 6, Cubs 4 - Derrel
Thomas slammed two home

Cards

5 Henderson Co (1.0) plays Owensboro
Apollo tonight.
Clow AAA
1 Franklin-Simpson .2-0, del Russellu die 284
2 Russell .1-2, lust to Belfry 6-0
3 Woodford Co .2-11 def Anderson Co
33-0
4 Scott Co (2-0, clef Clark Co 314
5 Ft Thee Highlands (1-2, log to Covington Cath 31-7
Class AA
1 Mayfield .3-0, del Itopluraville 460
2 Heath 2-01 elef Trigg Co 7-0
3 Somerset(1-Ii lost to Richmond Madison 21-16
4 Pikeville (.34. del Whstesburg 24-0
liardstoorn (1-1 log to Frankfort 1412
Claes A
1 Richmond Madison .24, clef Somerset 21-16
2 Campbellsville .3-0. del Green Co 14,

got

would play a little better inside than we did, though."

slipped by Cincinnati 8-7 in 10
innings, Houston blanked the

Chicago Cubs 6-4 and Pittsburgh downed San Francisco
6-4.

we

delivered a run-scoring single
in the bottom of the 10th inning

five

Indiana All-Stars in the wake
of Bates' proposals.

game of the Kentucky-Indiana
series since the inception of
the Derby Festival - from

One of the main points Judy
is eager to discuss with Bates
is the
plan
to prohibit

-The strong point we want
to make is that we want to see

Indiana's Mr. Basketball and
possibly other Indiana stars in

both succeed, and we'll work
with
them
in
any
way

the Kentucky-Indiana games
from playing in the Derby
festival game.

possible," Judy said.
"We think there's a need for
both games and that the fans
will support both."
Bates has also revealed that
Indiana
officials are considering changing the dates of
the Kentucky-Indiana series
from mid-June to early April.
That would move it ahead of
the

Derby game, which is
played one week before the
Kentucky Derby in May.
Indiana

officials are con-

cerned about a steady decline
in attendance at the Louisville

Tapie Grabs
B.C. Lead
By the Associated Press
ENDICOTT, N.Y. AP) -Allan Tapie shot a 4-under par
67 to take a one-stroke lead
over Gil Morgan and Larry
Webb

halfway

$275,000

B.C.

tournament.

FIREWORKS

'Marathon Man' Advances In U.S. Amateur

Trailer-Load

SALE

Celebrate Labor Day With A Bang
Come On Over
Walk In And Browse Around
Choose From Our HUGE Selection

SUPER SAVER COUPON

Security Federal
will be closed

Labor Day

Security
Federal
ESLE Savin
gs & Loan

1

Bring This Coupon For

DISCOUNT

°
/0
On All Purchasosill

SUPER SAVER COUPON

Have a Safe Holiday

Got Your Rockets Off At

LONGVIEW ONE STOP

Emm

every

8 p.m. contest.

County) were good,
obviously, and they had a lot
of quickness. I thought we

Astros 2, Mets 0 - Ken
Forsch, pitching for the first
time since Aug. 7, allowed

back

scampered 20 yards for the

Expos 8, Reds 7, 10 innings
- Pinch-hitter Rodney Scott

cinnati.

coming

week."

second touchdown.

shall

edge San Diego 7-6, Montreal

How They Fared

quarterback

get them down. We've got to
keep

Calloway returns home to
host McClean County in Roy
Stewart Stadium Friday to an

Stan

only one hit and retired 14
straight batters over the first

and Jim Morrison hit a home
In

ing

second

34-yard

quickly," said Calloway coach

hit of

rookie Brian Kingman posted
his

out
;.id

5, Tigers 3 - Dave

A's

capped a three-run first inning

Twins 3, Orioles 1 - MM-

in the AL East.

a

Jackson bolted nine yards
with just four minutes gone in

Steve Trout. The loss was only

ended the Orioles' four-game
winning streak.

homer

and his two-run single capped
a three-run fifth.

was Hernandez' third

said

gave

coach. The biggest thing for
this team is not to let the score

-It was tough to do anything

the night.

trying,"

"They

Jackson

minutes later, teammate
Kevin Holt picked up another
Calloway blocked punt and

the five-hit pitching of rookie

for not

Outland.

65-

the game after the Marshals
blocked a Laker punt, and two

run and a sacrifice fly to back
the fifth in the last 20 games

with

"We can't get down on our
100
percent for 48 minutes, and
that's all you can ask for as a

Bruce Ford.

after
Downing's RBI single in the
ninth inning.

runners,
Mike
Shipwash and Shane Morton.
didn't play because of injuries.

Dean

in

12 carries. Two regular

shals' debut. "1 really had
hoped Calloway would be a

rambling for 140 yards on the
ground
and
scoring
four

By the Associated Press
Reports of the California

Tim McAlister, starting

Tonight, though, they didn't

supplied the biggest chunk of
Marshall County's offense,

California Edges Indians, Climbs Into West Lead

Krouse. "I felt like, and still

quit once."

Halfback

Angels Doing No Harping

our

of
game really won't tell us hobo
far along
we are," said

outnumbered player-wise

Dean Jackson battles a Laker defender - the score
wasn't. The Marshals
romped 61-0.

with

this type

"I think they've I Calloway )
got something to build on,

221," he said.

While fumbles appeared to be evenly
balanced - at left is Calloway Tony
Hendon 1661 and Mike Pearson (right),
while at, right, Marshall County's

pleased

execution, but

Krouse, however, was less
than pleased with the Mar-

By Dale Chadwick

was

-I

straight loss.

Cross Paris Landing Bridge, TN,
US 79E 1st Stop on Right
Open 7 a.m.-10 p.m. Daily

through
Open

the
golf
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Save fuel
Carpool
Call 247-7171
tic Service Announcement Space
ovuled By Murray Ledger &

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledge & Times by
5.30 p m Monday-Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, Of 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office hours
of The Murray ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Ftrday and 8 a.m. to noon, Satur
days
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Plastic Surgery Patients
Can Recover In Private
By ROGER GILLOIT
Associated Press Writer
,OS ANGELES 1AP - The
net hborhood kids cal/ it The
Mu 'My House" because they
fre, uently catch glimpses of
pe pie with their faces
swathed in bandages.
But to the folks inside, it's a
place they came to be
secluded and pampered vaule
they recover from plastic
surgery.
A growing number of such
hallway houses - from the
spartan to the deluxe - have
sprung up to cater to the
whims and needs of plasticsurgery patients who don't
want to burden their family
and friends, as well as those
who simply don't want to be
seen.
"I can understand why
patients like it." says Mel
Grussing, a health-facilities
investigator.
-It's
anonymous. They're cared

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
4 Sandy waste An.r,wer to Fricial. s Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Food fish
5 Free ticket
'
* AUS
Htiimp RAI
6 - Baba
5 Stroke
B.DL TED
USURE
7 Inclination
8 Bundle
ENDUR.Ell,
ET
kt
‘
A
8 Nabob
12 Glass sheet
AAR
13 Beverage
TILT
9 Dry
P
14 Metal
10 Lounge
S 'T A iftE
R I E
L
11 Grafted
16 River isTOTA
Heraldry
lands
16 Transgress
19 Greek letter
TALLER
ESTATE
21 Toward
17 Young sow
A
E
EIOj4RS1T,IR
shelter
18 Slumbers
P.E
S P lj
A
23 Transac20 Daily
E JR
VIOLETS
tions
22 State: Abbr
ST
RE,SlI
24 Dance step
23 Food shop
STEREM
25 Poem
24 Station
27 Turncoat
26 Offspring
27 Mutinied
31 Fuss
41 Girl s name
36 Rumor
28 Beverage
32 Tranquillity
38 Greek letter 42 Stalk
29 Put on
33 Period
43 Entreaty
39 Ballot
34 Reasonably 30 Greek letter 40 Three44 Lampreys
32 Fiber plant
36 Rockfish
45 Beams
banded
35 Waist bands
37 The sweetarmadillo
48 Girl's name
sop
I ii 3 4
6 7
38 PrOnoun
1 9 ail
39 Servant
t2
42 Repast
t3UU
1USI
46 Marine fish
15
11 555
16
47 Permit
I
9
11
70
21 5555
49 Olive genus
50 Biblical
weed
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4
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54 Obstruct
55 Soviet press
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39 AO 41555
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t'M NOT SURE
REMEMBER A TNA6 I
LEARNV LAST qAR

Your Individual
Horoscope

for. Everybody thinks it's
great until a patient runs into
trouble and dies. With any
type of surgery you run that
risk."
Health officials are less than
pleased with this new industry
that is growing up virtually
unregulated. The homes are
not licensed, the attendants
frequently have little or no
medical training.
At the least, the homes
provide patients rfnnc packs
to reduce swelling, watch for
infections and chauffeur
patients to the doctor's office.
At the most, the homes try to
ease the pain of recuperation
by offering such creature
comforts as luxurious rooms,
crystal bud vases on meal
trays and fine linens.
Patients turn to the halfway
houses for a variety of
reasons. Some housewives
and
businessmen,
the
operators say, are as
secretive as movie stars about
revealing their encounters
with the beauty knife and
prefer not to be seen stitched,
swollen or fitted with drainage
tubes. Others wouldn't think of
subjecting a friend or relative
to 24 to 48 hours - or more of continuous care to watch for
postoperative complications.
Fees at the recovery homes
range from about $50 a night
to $100 a night, depending on
whether accommodations are,.
spartan or deluxe and whether
patients receive minimal care
or are pampered.
There are more than 300
sites in the National Park
System -39 of them known as
national parks and the rest
having such tags as seashores,
rivers, parkways, memorials,
preserves and historical sites.

PORTABLE TELEVISION
SET A

What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

ri) HEALTH

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB
Would
you please give me some
information on tuberculosis"
What type of disease is it and
how do you know you have it'
Is there a cure or prevention for this disease" Can you
get this disease from someone
breathing on you' After treat-

ment can one live a prosperous life"
I do not have the disease
but my boyfriend does and he
is getting treatment for it
now. So it's a matter of our
marrying or going our separate ways.
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WELL, WE ALL HAVE
A PAY OFF, BEETLE.
IS THERE ANYTHING
SPECIAL
YOU'D LIKE
TO DO?

I'M
POI NG
IT

DEAR READER
Tuberis an infectious
disease Its caused by a,germ
Actually the germ that causes
it is halfway between the
group of organisms we call
bacteria and those we call
fungus
The entire picture of tuberculosis has changed over the
past two decades. It is spread
through the air and a person
who has many tuberculosis
germs in his lungs and
spreads thkrn through sputum
or other means can be the
source of the infection.
The contagious nature of
the disease is the reason that
people used to be put in tuberculosis sanitariums. Some
people stayed there for years
Since then, a number of excellent medicines and treatment
methods have been developed
Almost all cases of tuberculosis can be cured. That also
means many of them can be
treated at home or don't
require the same level of
isolation. Once the disease is
treated properly, there are
very few relapses
Often people do not know
they have tuberculosis. That
was the whole reason for
beginning routine chest Xrays. A person might have no
symptoms and appear to be
the picture of health and then
tuberculosis might be seen in
a small area of the lungs.
Skin tests and chest X-rays
still remain the two major
methods of detecting early
tuberculosis. As the disease
progresses. it can cause any
number of symptoms. including cough, weight loss and
night sweats. It can involve
other parts of the body
besides the lungs.
People who are in direct
contact with individuals
culosis

known to have active tuberculosis should be tested to be
1-10V4 WAS YU-JR

CLUB MEETING THIS
AFTERNOON?
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Since 1951
Come On By or
Call 753-3315

TB can be cured
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Right now, you may be unsure
of your feelings.

SCORPIO
.
'Oct. 2310 Nov. 211 !krt
You may resent someone's
ARIES
counsel about a career
evs,_
1Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
matter.
Work
related
Preoccupation with eareor problems may nag at you
matters may interfere with during leisure hours. Be 2. Notice
social requirements. Forep careful of valuables.
Bible study each evening or any
parties if you're not in the SAGITTARIUS
time by phone Free Store for
mood.
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )(AC
the needy all donations apTAURUS
It may be too soon to present preciated Bible Facts. 759Apr. 20 to May 20
ideas. You seem to be on a 4600
Rehashing the meaning of different wavelength than
recent events can be a waste those you want to convince.
It's A
of time. Concentrate (.41 Postpone decisions.
Fact
obligations re home and CAPRICORN
career.
(Dec. 22(0 Jan. 191 V it;F1
Free Gift
LEMINI
-s:4- Too many ifs and buts are
Wrapping
I May 21 to June 20) iagle
affecting money decisions
fr
1. A Spec tallN Al
Too many things on your now. Postpone important
mind could cause you to be financial steps in spite of the
Starks Hardware
inattentive. Be respectful of impatience of others.
12th & Poplar
others' opinions whether in- AQUARIUS
753-1227
terested or not.
i Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ''b'"'"
FREE PARKING'
CANCER
It will be difficult to reach
June 21 to July 22)
agreement with others now.
NOW
Rome wasn't built in a day Differing viewpoints don't
and today's irritations won't seem to mesh. Don't let others
OPEN
be solved in a day. Avoid hasty get on your nerves.
DOLLIES
action re joint finances or PISCES
partnership matters.
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
BEAUTY SHOP
LEO
Your imagination could
fl
Special
for
1July 23 to Aug. 221
work overtime - now. OverOpening: Haircut
Close allies may be irritated tiredness could be at the root
with each Perm.
and quick to find fault. Little of problems. Get proper rest
issues under discussion may and sidestep negativity.
during Septemnot be what's at stake. Be
YOU BORN TODAY have a
ber. For aptough-skinned.
flair for the written and
pointmen
t call'.
VIRGO
spoken word. A born writer,
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 nrA you can succeed as a jour489-4558
You're easily distracted nalist, editor, novelist, copy
Open Thursday
now. It may be difficult to writer, literary critic, or
through Saturday.
accomplish as much work as publisher. Banking and
Located 1.4 mile
you'd like. Don't be touchy salesmanship may also appeal
with friends.
to you. Concerned with the
East of Coldwater
LIBRA
welfare of others, you'd make
on Highway 121.
'Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
a good spokesman for a cause.
Some private worries could Science, accounting, law,
keep you from'fillly enjoying a brokerage, acting, religion, Free Store 759-4600
Now open' North Hills Park
social or romantic occasion. and teaching.
Minature Golf Hours l pm til
9 pm 7 days a week 3 miles
north of Paris on Highway 641

411Ws

.
coo

1977 Chancey Trailer Serial #772 896 LBT
5060 Will be sold at
Public Auction at
Dwain ,Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc. 1307
South 12th St. Murray,
Ky. on September 11,
1979 at 10:00 a.m.

FOR MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 3,1979
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1. Le;Nàtki

Frances Drake

4111

ROLLO, THE RICH KID,
'JUST BOUGHT A NEW

EVERY DAY IS SALE DRY

CON7v,

sure they don't also have the
disease.
Since your situation
involves a personal relationship. I'd like to emphasize to
you again that the disease can
be cured and then will not
spread in most cases when a
person is adequately treated_
Since your boyfriend is under
medical treatment. I'm certain that his doctor has
already considered this
aspect.
There is no reason that
tuberculosis should interfere
with his leading a completely
normal life. Whether its prosperous or not is another matter and not necessarily related to either his health or
yours.
You might want some basic
information on how the lungs
work, so I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 4-4.
Keeping Your Lungs Fit. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents in check or coin
with a long, stamped. selfaddressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper. P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.

IN THE[IIISSIFIEDSI •

2. Notice

For-We or Trade

lake advantage of Avon
specials Call local representative. 753-2896

5. Lost and Found
Lost in vicinity of 9th and
Sycamore, black and rust
Doberman, name is Blitz
Reward. 753-5416 or 159121)2

6. Help Wanted
Delicatessen worker Apply in
person only at Owen Food
Market. 1407 W Main before
10 am
Help wanted Delivery personnel Apply in person, Wiggins
Furniture
Needed immediately' Intelligent and responsible person to babysit in home of professional Salary above average
for qualified person Call
between 6 and 8 pm only. 7533006
Positions available Seven Seas
needs capable workers in food
preperation, full time and part
time Apply in person from 4 to
5 pm, Highway 641 North
641 Super Shell is now taking
applications for full time and
part time help. Apply in person
516 South 12th Street
Wanted person experienced in
auto painting and body work
Apply at McKeel Equipment
Company. 503 Walnut Street
Murray, KY See Dan McKeel
Wanted women to do alterations Apply in person no
phone calls please Murray
Tailor Shop 418 Main St Murray

10. Bus. Opportunity
Woods Florist for sale due to ill
health For further information
phone 753-6671 or after hours
753 7285

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
Established Children's
ready to wear store in
Northwest
middle
Tennessee. Remodeled and excellent lease,
by owner. Write •
Children's Retail
Business, Box 543, St.
Bethlehem,TN 37155.

11. Instructions
Hove an old photo we
can copy?

CARTER STUDIO
753-8298

lyndia Cochran Dance Studio
registration for dance and gymnastics Call 753-4647
Private piano instructor will
give private piano lessons
beginning in September B.S
degree in music and 6 years experience in private teaching
Will teach adults and children
Call 753-6090

Gardner-Denver 2 stage air
compressor. model 1001, 125
CHM, 15 hp electric will take
smaller unit in trade 753/400

it Want To Buy
Wedding bands, $5. class and
fraternity rings $10 for ladies.
$15 for mens Prompt payment Mail to Cart Wallace.
Rt.4, Box 2501C, Benton, KY
42025
Wanted to buy standing
timber. top prices paid 4892334

15. Articles For Sale
17.500 BTU air conditioner;
window2otti3. and storm window, one inside 28 inch door;
picture window 44.. a complete service pole with meter
base and 100 amp box, 41 220
baseboard heaters, 3' outside
door Call 492-8523
Maple bed, mirrors framed and
unframed, and pictureS May
be seen at 1663 Ryan Avenue
from 9 am til 6 pm.

16. Home Furnishings
For sale 3 piece bedroom
suite, Paul Bunyun style, 6
months old, $1100 or assume
payments Call 753-4919 after
6 tjm.
New electric stove, kitchen set,
couch and chair, end tables
and coffee table 436-2743
Seven foot velvet couch, excellent condition $75 Velvet
recliner like new, $45 Call
753-8598
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances The Odd Shop
642-8250 We buy, sell, and
trade

19. Farm Equipment
Grader blade for 11 hp garden
tractor Call 753-3209
Just received truck load of
truck tool boxes, standard and
deluxe models Also stainless
steel tailgatt protectors,
$15 75 Vinson Tractor Co
753-4892
1950 Red telly Ford tractor,
plow, disc and mower Call
753-8649
Six yard pan Earth Mover in
- good condition. for 100 hp and
up tractor Call after 8 pm
T53-8998
Tractor tires repaired New and
used tractor tires Get our price
before you buy Vinson Tractor
Co.. 753-4892
For sale 6 string Alvarez Artist
guitar. pearl inlaid neck. $400
Call 753-7490
For sale Gibson Lespaul Standard, 2 months old, phone
753 5865 days

WANTED

1

FOR
SALE
1977 Cutlass Supreme - AM 'FM
Radio. tilt Wheel Power Steer.
mg a Brakes. White with Blue
VIIWI 100 $3415 Call after 6
pm 1531613

81/111 CALL
Near "What if I hove
been baptized vii.
scripturally?" 759-4444
or Children's Story
About Jesus 759-4445.

Director of business and Financial Services Murray
State University. Senior Management position
responsible for directing University business and
financial. Must be service Oriented and possess
demonistrative skills in accounting principles and
business management procedures, and financial
reporting techniques. Bachelors degree in accounting, or business management discipline plus
5 years directly related experience
required. Advanced degree and related experience in a university environment preferred. Salary range in mid
20's. Applications accepted through Oct. 1, 1979,
Send letter, resume and 3 professional references to
Dr. Thomas Miller, Chairman of Search Committee
Vice President of Administrative-Services, Murray
State University, Murray, Kentucky.
An Equal Opportunity Finployer144/1,

3. Card of Thanks
The family of Crawford Armstrong wish to express our
sincere appreciation for all the
many acts of kindness extended to us in the loss of our loved

MonoAt Wendy's
rz
nt
e

one
For the food brought to difhomes, and for the
beautiful flowers we say thank
you
To the nurses and staff on
the third floor at the hospital
who were so thoughtful and
kind, words are not enough
To Or Marquardt who has
been so faithful in his service
and to the other doctors and
nurses who worked so hard to
save him in the end, you were
great
To Brother Ed Davis. whose
message was so descriptive of
his way of life, it was a comforting thing Also to Brother Mike
Littrell for his prayers and comforting words, thank you
To Mrs Oneida White for her
songs and musical selections,
they were beautiful
To Max Churchill and staff
for the reverent service pr6vid-•
ed. we will be forever grateful
We pray God's richest blessings upon all. and ,say, "Thank
you- from the depths of our
hearts.
Malena Adams Armstrong Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Armstrong, Mr.
and Mrs. ferry Armstrong. Mr,
and Mrs. Kenneth Geurtn, Mr.
and Mrs 'Donald Armstrong.
and Ronald Arrastrong
ferent

filtoole Work
Than Paper Ilio&
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR BOTH
EXPERIENCED MANAGERS AND
TRAINEES IN
THE WESTERN U.AREA
Our outstanding growth and increasing
volume are due to a good product,
and good
people If you have the shills to train and
motivate others plus the drive to succeed, and
an attkude that will accept nothing but
success, we can start you in an advancement
program that will give you everything you need
to achieve your goat Food service
is helpful but not required Provenexperience
leadership
skills are vital We otter.
• Good salary while training
• Rapid advancement
• Benefits
Plus the support of a young, enthusiastic
organization. For more information
•
call Mr. McMillin
Monday,Tuesday,or Wednesday from
8:00 a.m.to2:00 p.m.
an equal opportunity employer
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37. Livestock-Supplies 43. Real Estate
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Clarinet, only a year old, $130 For sale 6 bred Hampshire
Phone 7519345 or 753-9796 gilts 753-1348
signet trumpet all accessories 38. Pets-Supplies
acluded See at 805 Vine AKC Pug puppies, these cute
street or call 753-5110
puppies make wonderful pets
signet clarinet and case for 753-7438
Aie good condition Call 753- Black and silver German
9684 after 5 pm
Shepherd puppies. full blood23. Exterminating
ed.$25 each Call 435-4481
Doberman puppies AKC. 35
champions in 5 generations
$100 Call 489-2379 or 4892245 atter 5 pm
Dog obediance classes to start
September 6 Any age dog
Special program for 2 to 4
month old pups Nationally
Kelley's Termit known
obediance instructor.
8. Pest Control Call 436-2858.
Grooming and boarding for
your dog or cat, receives individual attention and 24 hour
24. Miscellaneous
Brick Layers! Acid for cleaning supervision. We also have PUg
brick. 1 gallon $2, 10 gallons and champion sired Minature
Schnauzer stud service. Pupor more $1.75 753-6041.
pies will be. available by
Dune Buggy with 1835- VW Thanksgiving. Hidden Valley
engine, good condition Call Kennels, 435-4481.
489-2670
40. Produce
To settle estate Man's Pr.
karat diamond solitaire, white For sale Apples. Yellow
gold mounting, ieweler's Delicious, Johnothan, and
estimate $3,000. If interested others. Grades apples $5 per
bushel, Sound seconds $3 per
write P 0 Box 32 K.
bushel Also sweet cider. Stay
26. TV-Radio
with us, hundreds of bushels to
Cabinets damaged in transit. 2 go yet! Call to confirm orders,
t s and one stereo. Works 489-2467, Tucker Orchards.
perfect with warranty. Selling Sweet corn White, Silver,
at large discount. Clayton's-J & Queen Yellow, lochief, ;1 per
8 Music. Dixieland Center.
dozen. Call 753-5249.
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna, 41. Public Sale
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150, now $75 492- Porch sale every Tuesday.
Highway 280, go to Cardinal
8834
Point, turn south on gravel
27. Mobile Home Sales road towards lake, cedar house
Approximately i acre lot with on left or call 436-2737
1963 Dupe mobile home. Yard sale. New and used toys,
10x50. Both for $3.000. 753- tools, glassware. some anti8121.
ques. Friday, August 31 and
Double wide trailer. 24x54, 3 Saturday, September 1st from
bedrooms and 2 baths, 2 acres 8 til 5. 1517 Cardinal Drive.
of land, 24x24 shop and other Yard sale, 8 am til 5 pm. Saturout buildings, good well. Call day and Sunday. 414 No. 8th
753-0714 St.
1973 Mobile home. 12x65. un- 43. Real Estate
furnished, all gas, $5000. Call
489-2498
OLDER HOME!;!
12x65 Three bedroom trailer
Older part of town.
bath and a half $4100 Call
Lots of room, great
753-7442
for
candidate
Vindale double-wide house remodeling. Could also
type construction. 2 baths, be converted to high
income
storm windows, central heat return
producing property.
and air New. must sell, owner
transferred
Call 615-232- For your new tax
shelter or remodeling
6801. Must be relocated
12 X 60 Mobile home, 2 , project just give us a
call. 753-7411,
bedroom, washer-dryer, new
carpet, fully furnished gas
JOHN SMITH
heat Located in Fox Meadows.
Call 753-0364 or 753-3455
after 5 pm

28. Mob. Home Rents "
House trailer for rent in nice
quiet place Come to 14 Vine
Street
Mobile home lots for rent in
Apple Valley, 3 miles south of
Murray on 641 Call 753-0364
or 753-3455 after 5 pm
Two bedroom, central air conditioning, gas heat, fully
carpeted, walking distance of
the University. 753-5209.
Two bedroom trailer, natural
gas heat, furnished, new
carpet. See or call from 6 to 9
pm, Shady Oaks Traiter Court.
number 119. 753-4469.

29. Heating-Cooling
Air conditioner, 31.1 ton central
unit. Cools and heats. 7533509.

31. Want To Rent
Couple with 2 children need
apartment with stove and
refrigerator. References Call
753-5418

32. Apts. For Rent
104
Efficiency apartment
Williams May be seen after
4.30 pm

uses For Rent
WHOUnfurnished 3 bedroom brick
with garage $200 753-6609

36. For Rent Or Lease
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

4,tXti

753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

An area of quiet and solitude
gives this fully furnished
24)(52' modular home lasting
value and appeal. Located on a
tree shaded double lot. Has
wood deck and equipped kitchen, ready to move in. Calf
Guy Spann Realty. 753-7724.
A fine home says a great deal
This sparkling clean 3 bedroom
home is easy on the pocketbook with TVA approved insulation and a lovely 1 bedroom
apartment for added income.
Stretch your dollars, call Guy
Spann Realty, 753-7724.
Brand new 2 bedroom, I bath.
built-in appliances, city water
and sewer, nice size lot Call
Purdom &Thurman 753-4451.
Excellent 3 bedroom,
bath home in rustic
setting near Ky. Lake.
On extra large lot with
lots
additional
available, central heat
and air with fireplace
thermostat connections. Not pictured is a
12'28 brick workshop
with electricity and
plumbing. Priced well
below replacement
cost.

18 month old Tennessee
Walker and 5 month old Angus
heifer, 3 nanney goats Call
753-2418

AROUND THE CLOCK

HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER
In Meadow Green Acres, lust I% miles south of
Murray. lovely 3 bedroom, I% bath, brick home
on 1% lots with fenced back yard (excellent for
young children & pets). Central heat & air, built-in
dishwasher, drapesAttility room, and closet
space galore. Garage with electric door opener
and extra-high TV aerial for good reception. City
1 700 total square
water but no city taxeS! Over .
feet. Your chance for an excellent buy at
$42,500.

Call today, 759-1410

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Adult Classes Start
Tues.,Sept. 4th
730 p.m.
Phone 753-4647

OUT OF THIS WORLD!
All Marble
Showroom

Thornton Tile
Marble
FOR SALE

Claude L. Miller,
Real Estate

SUPER
PORTRAIT
SPECIAL

52. Boats and Motors
Ainley Auction &
Realty Sales
COI OMIT AINAIT

rh

753-7411

53. Services Offered

DANCERCISE

JOHN SMITH

37. Livestock-Supplies

43. Real Estate

Choice waterfront lot Nicely
25 Foot Pontoon with 50 Carpet cleaning at reasonable Small Engine repair, efficient
wooded with a building site
Johnson motor, price includes rates Prompt and efficient ser- mechanic on duty at all times
that has a fine view of the lake
12 ft aluminum boat $2600. vice Custom Carpet Care 489- Contact Montgomery Ward
Good road access The owner
Call 759-1874 or 435-4510 2774
Catalog Store. 753-1966
wants to sell this property now;
after 4 pm.
Will do plumbing, heating and Will haul driveway white rock
John C Neubauer Realtor,
air conditioning repairs and and Ag lime, also have any type
53. Sernces Offered
1111 Sycamore Murray 753remodeling around the home. of brown or white Pea gravel
0101 or 753-7531 or call Bob
Alcoa Aluminum siding and such as, painting, carpentry, Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
LAKEFRONT
Rodgers 753-7116
trim Call after 6 pm, 753- and concrete. 753-2211 or or 753-4545.
PROPERTY
753-9600.
1873. lack Glover
Commercial property about
Your trees could in silently sufBeautiful wooded
Will
haul anything at low cost fering from insett attack aid'
1'4 acres on Kentucky 94 E onAdditions, Repair work, cirwaterfront
lot
with
ly one mile from town Approxculating fireplaces. roofing, in- price. Also garage and base- or fungus disease A new
mobile home and 2
imately 5.500 sq ft of
surance work. Call Murray ment cleaning. Call 753-9685 method of pesticide iniection
boat covered boat
or 492-8704.
showroom, shop and office
to your trees can correct most
Remodeling. 753-5167.
dock located on
Wet basement? We make wet of these problems easily and
space Paved parking area plus
private cove just off
room for outside display.
Byers Brothers & Son-General basements dry, work complete- quickly. Scientific and effecmain channel of KenSuitable for marine, furniture, tucky Lake. Good locahome remodeling framing. ly guarenteed. Call or write tive. Call today, EPA certified
farm machinery, auto sales, tion and realistic price
aluminum siding, gutters and Morgan Construction Co., Kelley's Termite & Pest Conetc. Business is also available. $24,500. Phone Koproofirft Call 1-395-4967 or 1- Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah, trol. Inc., 100 South 13th
KY 42001, or call day or night. Street, Murray, KY 42071
John C Neubauer. Realtor, perud Realty for all
362-4895
1111 Sycamore, Murray. 753- your real estate needs.
Phone 753-3914 33 years of
Compare and save on chain 1-442-7026.
0101 or 753-7531 or call Linda
link fencing Circle A Fencing Dozing, ask our price. Phone experience in pest control.
178 acres with cropland, some
Drake, 753-0492.
522-8418. Minimum 24 hours. 56. Free Column
753-8407
timber, lake, and creek. Good
Free kittens Call 436-5502
Can't get those small lobs
road access. Priced less than
CARTER STUDIO
$500 per acre. Financing Are you using your moped tonight, Dad? around the house or mobile
Free kittens; Call 753-9366
WEDDINGS &
home done? Carpentry, painavailable. John C. Neubauer,
Free to good home Mixed
ting, plumbing. aluminum
Realtor, 1111 Sycamore. MurPORTRAITS
Breed St Bernard and Labrador
43. Real Estate
49. Used Cars
siding. patios, small concrete
ray, 753-0101 or 753-7531.
male (Neutered) Call 753
Three
bedroom,
11
/
2
baths,
liv1976
Camaro
Rally
lobs.
753-8298
Sport,
Call
436-2562
after
5 pm.
BOYD-MAJORS"
.
7229
ing room, kitchen and den, city power steering, brakes, air conREAL ESTATE
Concrete and block work. Block
water
and
sewer,
single
garage
ditioned,
low
miles,
new
tires,
753-8080
garages, basements, driveways,
with concrete drive in Rally wheels Call 437-4832.
walks, patios, steps, free
Prof esbional Ser.lies
Westwood Subdivision. For
estimates.
753-5476.
r 1'i,,' F r
h,
1974
Caprice, 4-door, all
more information call Purdom
power, clean. 753-1266.
Carpentry service. Whatever
Wont To Own
& Thurman, 753-4451
(Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio)
your needs, old or new, quality
Your Own Farm?
Three bedroom cedar cabin. For sale: 1971 Dodge Dart,
COUNTRY
Then see this one, 42
Panorama Shores, with good runner, good on gas work. Call 753-0565.
GENTLEMEN
acres mostly tenciable,
Franklin fireplace. Call Purdom needs paint, $250. Call 7532952 after 5 pm.
fertile creek bottom
2 Miles south of Mur& Thurman 753-4451.
BRENT ALLEN
land, year round
ray on 641, a 4
1975 Ford -Gran Torino, good
B1TCNING
spring fed creek,large
bedroom, 2 bath home
condition, power and cold air,
Purdom & Thurman
Backhoe-loader work.
stock barn. Good 2
with many extras. Kit$1250. 1973 El Camino, air
Insurance & Real Estate and power, $1250. Call 489- Replacement, repair,
bedroom home,family
chen and bath features
room, large kitchenSouthscie Cour, Sc-c,e
and additions to septic
marble, elegant living
2595.
Murray, Kentucky
dining area. A real
tank systems.
room and dining room.
1968 Mustang, 6 cylinder,
bargain at $58,900.
753-4451
Full basement could
759-1515
$475 or best offer. Must sell!
be recreation area. InCall 753-0321
Country Estate
45. Farms For Sale
come potential with
New colonial home on
1977 Monte Carlo, loaded. Fence Sales at Sears now, Call
mobile home on extra
For sale by owner. 96 acre Good mpg. 753-6562
That's what you'll say
12 acres. So many
Sears 753-2310 for free
$150
renting
for
lot now
farm, brick house, three tobacluxuries, so much
estimates for your needs.
When You See The
per month. This is one
co barns, stock barn, tobacco 1975 Oldsmobile Royal 88, 4
spaciousness,
11
link
fencing
For
chain
your
door.
Asking
$1475.
Call
homes
,
436built
the
best
of
base and poundage. Call 492rooms, 3 baths, full
needs, contact Montgomery
2658.
in the Murray area:
•
8286.
finished basement, 2
Ward. Free estimates. 753Kopperud
Phone
1972 ia'ntrac Safaria 400
fireplaces. Owner will
46. Homes For Sale
1966.
Realty, 753-1222 for all
wagon1R0,000 miles. $1300.
consider trade for city
Three
new
4
bedroom
homes
information...
Guttering
by Sears, Sears conthe
Call
753-0309
after
5
pm.
property or will finanask by builder in Canterbury
tinous gutters installed per
Three bedroom, 3 bath home, Estates. Will consider a trade. 1949 Plymouth, body good, your specifications. Call Sears
best offer. 436-2667 after 5
411i611.111Malli, den with fireplace, fenced in 753-3672.
753-2310 for free estimates.
pm
Call
yard,
city
school
district.
For sale. cleanup and body
Three bedroom brick, newly
Insulation blown in by Sears,
shop, Stadium View Drive. Call Purdom 8i,Thurman 753-4451
carpeted, bath and a half, kit,save on these high heating and
IFOR
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451 Welcome to 505 Whitnell! chen. living room, dining room,
_ cooling bills Call Sears, 753SALE
i'Qualit‘ That Will Please"'
2310. for free estimates:
Garden Courtyard! Creative Come on over, you'll like the large patio on large lot; large
1979 Mazda RX-7. 4800 Mies.
6125 9th
753-5719
Murmiles
from
landscaping and imaginative convenient location.. Near the utility room. 3
5 speed, silver with black ulKen's Lawnmower repair. 718
ploning have made this char- shopping center,' branch banks ray. Call 753-8667 aftr 5 pm.
terior $,7575 Call 753 1613
South 4th. Fast service. 753
ming 4 'bedroom, 21
/
2 bath groceries.. 3 bedroom brick and Two bedroom frame noose, very 'alter 6p:m.
7400.
home completely unique! Plus wood home _large fireplace in nice, immediate possession,
lots of extra features. Call 753- living room Call 753-1492 for days 753-0550. nights 753- 1915 Pontiac, AM-FM tape. 2-_ Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, will do plumbing,
This is the property that you may have been asking
1492 for your private show- more information _Offered by 1877 or 759-1261
door hardtop, $1795. Call 753t:
-heating and air conditioning.
about for your country home. Beautiful 391,2 acres
ing...Offered bs Loretta Jobs Loretta Jobs Realtors.
4445.
47. Motorcycles
Call 753-7203.
apx. located on North 16th St. Extended joining
Realtors.
M.S.U. farm. Long road frontage many beautiful
1970 Honda 350 489-2273 1973 Thunderbird, has all the Licensed electrician. Service
extras plus a new set of tires. calls our speciality. Call
trees, water and gas lines. Suitable for dividing into
after 5 pm
$1350. Phone 1-354-6217
Mini farms or ribbon development on long blacktop
Earnest White. 753-0605
1979 Yamaha 400 XS, less
Extra income plus on ideal
road frontage. Priced less than $1650.00 per acre.
home can be yours with a purthan 1,000 miles perfect con- 1974 Vega hatchback, air con- Mobile Home anchors,
chase of this 4 bedroom brick
dition. Call after 5 pm, 759- ditioned, AM-FM radio, good Aluminum and fiberglass
condition good tires. 2 snow underpinning, white, beige.
home with central heat and
1883.
air. Has 2 bedroom apartment
tires $900 Call 753-5355
and brown. Roofs sealed. Also
1979 Yamaha 650 Special, red
on lower level and also 2
Trucks
50.
Used
patio awnings, open or screenmobile home hookups See
$1950
2000
miles
Call
153North
IF YOU LIKE
in. with or without windows.
ed
this property.
2871
1976 Chevrolet Scottsdale
THE COUNTRY
doucarports,
single'
and
Also
11-18 Yamaha 650 Special, ex- pickup, 42,000 miles, ex- ble sizes. Jack Glover, 753You'll love this 3
cellent condition Phone 753- cellent condition, $2850. Call 1873 after 6 pm.
bedroom, 1L2 bath
489-2595.
5078 after 6 pm
brick home with coun1974 Dodge truck, in good con- Roofing, flat or shingles. water
try kitchen located on49.
Used
Cars
Utterback Rd.
dition.
Call 492-8325 after 5 proofing and mobile homes. 15
ly minutes from MurWILSON
years experience. Call 435pm
ray. The spacious liv1966
Chrysler
$150.
Call
753INSURANCE
4173.
E. REAL ESTATE
ing room is accented
1979 after 6 pm
1969 Dodge grain truck, 2 ton,
Roofing. patchwork all kinds.
753-3263 ANYTIME
with an attractive
1971 CutlassSupreme. 489- flatbed dump Call after 5 pm, shingles all kinds, hot work.
Si
12th
N
392
fireplace. New carpets
492-8832
2273 after 5 pm
Call 753-0147
throughout,
large
For sale: 1975 Dodge van,
shade trees in front. 75
customized. V8 automatic. Do You need stumps removed
acres total or will sell
from your yard or land cleared
753-4894.
Home window cleaning, no job too large
less acreage. Owner
of stumps? We can remove
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
Beautiful Wooded
1975 Ford grain truck. Call stumps up to 24' below the
financing available. 2
Areas-Long Blk. top
382-2327.
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
ground, leaving only sawdust
miles southwest of
frontage.
for
free
Ford
Currier,
4-speed,
Call
1979
and chips.
Murray. Phone Kop14,000 miles, new tires. 28 estimate. Steve Shaw 753perud Realty, 753-1222
mpg, in excellent condition 9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
for fulltime real estate
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
$4900. Call 753-2316.
service.
209 Welmst Street
Herndon's
1977 Lux truck, 23,000 miles.
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed.
Portable Welding
Price reduced, immediate
435-4439 after 7 pm.
tool
box.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Service
Monday. Wednesday. and Fripossession. 2 bedroom frame
753-5064 - Phones 753-3059
Price of
Rt. 6, Box 154,
with large kitchen, new brick
day between 8 and 5 call 753HAIRCUT 51.25
PRICE SHAVE 75'
Murray, Ky.
24 Hr. Answering Service
cabinet, on large private lot in
6774.
I.. Mew"I Awns awl. pl.se WI 753 3115... MI on Wye.. Now! PAW,S•rm•
753-9507
Northwest Calloway county.
51. Campers
$20,500. Call Quality Realty,
1969 Coachman, 16Li ft
Benton. 1-800-592-5400 or
trailer, self-contained, good
527-9086.
condition, $1700 489-2543
Residential building lots
after 5 pm.
Westwood Subdivision, city
Ventura camper 1060, sleeps
water and sewer Priced from
five. Can be seen at 243 Riveria
$3000 to $5000. Call Purdom
Court, Murray.
& Thurman 753-4451

Auctioneer Realtor
Appraiser
901479-29M 47•-1713
South Fulton Tenn

New listings Good location...Building with 18x30
shop, overhead door. loading
dock and space for offices.
Total of approximately 1600
sq.ft ..Also shop outside of city
limits on approximately 1 acre
with gas heat. Reasonably priced. Dial 753-1492...Offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
New 2 bedroom home with a
view Perched on a hill with
lovely trees in the yard, this
new brick veneer home has
carefree paneling, carpet, large
modern
kitchen,
and
economical baseboard heat
One acre lot Price reduced to
low 530's Call Guy Spann
Realty, 753-7724

Four or five bedroom home with 10 closets
and lots of room for the large family. Lovely wooded lot on quite residential street.
Price is now $49,500.00. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222.

1977 Arrowglass bss boat, 85
hp Evinrude, power trim Hawg
trolling motor, depthfinder and
more Call 753-0188 after 5
pm.
1976 Bomber bass boat, 15 ft.
with 1972 65 hp Mercury,
Lowrance depth finder and
motor guide trolling motor. Excellent condition, 53200. 7531194 after 5 pm
1959 Chnscraft Cavalier 18' inboard with trailer 283 engine
Moving, must sell 762 4327 or
7541537
36 Foot Drifter steel hull
houseboat 100 hp Evinrude
Fully equipped Sleeps 6
$8500 762-4327 or 753-9537
16 Foot Pontoon boat with 35
hp Mercury. $1050 759-1801
24 foot Pontoon coast gaurd
equipped 55 horse Johnson
outboard motor 436 2367
after 6 pm
V

26 Full Color Portraits
Total Price
Package
Only
includes
$850 2 8x 10's
4 5x 7's
Prepaid Only
20 Wallet
You must be satisfied
or your thoney returned,.

Plus extra bonus,2 photo
charms

WILLIAM R. WEST,PHOTOGRAPHER
Big Joe's Barbeque Restaurant
Hwy.121, Coldwater Rd.
Times:
Friday, August 31 - 4:00-7:00 p.m.
Saturday,Sept. 1 - 10:00-6:00 p.m.
Sunday,Sept. 2 12-4:00 p.m.
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Outland Dies
Friday With Rites
To Be On Sunday
Mrs. Flossie Outland of 1303
Vine Street, Murray. died
Friday at 10:45 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 84 years of
age.
The Murray woman was
preceded in death by her
husband, Gaylon L. Outland,
on Dec. 29, 1964. She was a
member of the Kingdom Hall
of Jehovah's Witnesses.
Mrs. Outland is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Rob Ann
Smith, Ferndale, Mich.; two
sons, Hillman Outland,
Murray, and R. G. Outland,
Murray Route 8: 16 grandchildren: 10 great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at a time to be announced at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in the Hicks
Cemetery.

Dr. Whittaker To
Be Church Speaker
Regular services will be
held at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
on Sunday. Sept. 2. at the First
Baptist Church with the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, speaking on
"When I See The Blood" with
scripture from Exodus 12:1-14
and -Jesus and the Walls Of
Jericho."
The Church Choir, directed
by Wayne Halley, minister of
music, will present special
music at both services.
Organist will be Joan Bowker
and pianists will be Lisa
Winters and Doug Vancil. Mr.
Halley will sing a solo at the
evening service.
Theron Riley, deacon of the
• week, will assist in the services.
Simday School will be at9:30
a.m., Church Training will be
at 6 p.m.. and deacons'
meeting will be at 8 p.m., all
on Sunday.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Richard Crouch,
Mrs. Bill Whittaker, Mrs. Max
Beale, Mrs. Coy Andrus, Mrs.
Vaughn Vandegrift, Mrs.
Claudia Carson, Miss Carol
Beaman, Mr. and Mrs. Tim
Scruggs, and Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Rouse.

Church Of Christ
Speaker Will Be
John Dale Sunday

Funeral Sunday At
Pleasant Grove For
Mrs. Amelia Erwin
The funeral for Mrs. Amelia
Gunter Erwin of Murray
Route 4 will be held Sunday at
2:30 p.m. at the South
Pleasant Grove
United
Methodist Church. where she
had been a member since 1904,
with the Rev. Dr. Paul
Blankenship officiating.
Grandsons and great
grandsons will serve as active
pallbearers. Members of Mrs.
Erwin's Sunday School Class
will serve as an honorary
group.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
friends may call after 1 p.m.
today.
Mrs. Erwin, 92, died Friday
at 8:30 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was married in 1916 to
Tom Erwin who preceded her
in death on Sept. 25, 1962. Born
Dec. 12, 1886. in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late John Gunter and
Susan Miller Gunter.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Ellis Ross
Imogene Paschall; one son,
James Warren Erwin; four
grandchildren. Jimmy Erwin,
Mrs. Harry Furches, Tommy
Paschall and Mrs. Bruce
Wilson;
great14
grandchildren, Leslie. Brad
and Jainey Erwin, Leslie,
Chip, Clay, Vince and Marylee
Furches, Scott and Barry
Paschall and Randy, Monty,
Roger and Mike Wilson: and
one great-great-grandchild,
Jason Wilson
Mrs. Olivene Erwin will
provide the music. The church
choir will provide the singing.

Masses Scheduled
At Catholic Church

John Dale will speak on the
subject, "Why Is All This
Happening to Us?" with
scripture from Judges 6:12.13
at the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m.
services on Sunday, Sept. 2, at
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
His 6 p.m. sermon topic will
be "Am I My Brother's
Keeper?" with scripture from
Genesis 4:8-10.
Assisting in the services will
be Johnny Bohannon, Jerry
Bolls, Richard Duke, Bud
Gibbs, William Gargus, Kim
Weatherford, Stafford Curd,
Webb Caldwell, Huie Suiter,
Keith Boyle. Billy Nix, Jerry
Humphreys, Floyd Garland,
Rick Spann. Sam Parker,
Paul Kelly, and Jack Rose.
Teen nursery helper will be
Sheila McKenzie and special
class helper will be Karen
Carraway. Webb Caldwell and
-Garry Evans will serve on the
extension department.
Persons serving at various
places during September will
be as follows:
•
Lenna Duke, Irene Young,
Kathy Lyons, Sue Adams,
Celia Grogan, Tressa Brewer,
Rita Burton, Lejenia Farris,
Connie
Evans,
Abbie
Williams, and Dana Scarbrough. nursery attendants.
Fred
Furches, Ricky
Cherry, Kelly Crouse. Ken
Farley, Ken Hopkins, Leernon
Nix, Dave Castleman, J. R.
Watson. Chuck Adams. Stan
Simmons, John L. Williams,
and Jim Suiter, serving the
audience for The Lord's
Supper.
Linda Smotherman, Rita
Burton, and Connie Evans,
library.
Jon T. Carpenter, Jerry
Fulton, Steve Steele, and Don
Wright, bus drivers.
Sunday will be promotion
day for all classec, 2 years
through 12th grade, for Bible
Study. The Elders and
Deacons will meet at 1:30 p.m.
Sunday.

The Rev. Martin Mattingly
will speak .on "Genuine
Religion: Interior With
Expression" with scripture
from Mark 7:1-8, 14-15, 21-23 at
the masses at 6:30 p.m. today
and at 8 and 11 a.m. and 4:30
"From Prison Trustee to
p.m. on Sunday. Sept. 2, at St. Prime
Minister" will be the
Leo's Catholic Church.
subject of the sermon by the
Coffee and punch will be Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos at the
served after the 8 and 11 a.m.
10:45 a.m. worship services on
masses on Sunday.
Sunday, Sept. 2, at the First
Weekday masses will be at 9
Christian Church.
a.m.
Monday,
on
6:15 a.m. on
The average office worker
The Chancel Choir, directed
in one hour gives off about the Tuesday. and 4:30 p.m. on by Margaret Porter
with
Wednesday
Thursday,
,
amount
same
and Maxine Clark as organist,
of heat as a
will
Friday.
burning 100-watt light bulb.
sing the anthem,"Dona Nobis
Pacem."
"II" maw AmillOw mem maw maim
Worship leader will be Ann
McKeel and candle lighter will
be Tracey Eldredge. Greeters
will be Mug Rigsby and Jo C.
Williams.
Elders serving will be Dr.
Woodfin Hutson and Dr.
William F. Smith,Jr. Deacons
will be Elmer Collins, Dave
Eldredge, M.C. Ellis, Norman
Hale, and Leon Smith.
Lyn Ryan and Debbie Roos
1975 Chevrolet
will be in charge of the nurScott
sery. Church visitor will be
Block, long wheel be
new truck trade-in. TenJewell Jones.
nessee title, power
power brakes, oir, automatic. side
The flowers on the comroils, 38,622 miles
munion table will be by the
Wear-Helm Service Circle
Class in memory of deceased
Keep That Great GM Feeling i members.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
MIRSIAL MOTORS PUTS INVISION
With Genuine GM Parts
a.m.

Christian Church
To Hear Rev. Roos

3475.00

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South
.
41
1 mew

753-2617

mei."0""OW A411.. MOM,

Happy Birthday
To
Leas Hallmark
Shoppe
19.75
Paris, Tn.
1979
Re are celebrating our Fourth Birthday
this month. To show our appreciation for your
patronage, we are giving the gifts.
First With a purchase of $3.00 or more you
will receive a beautiful Gift Tin ofyour choice,
FREE. While supply lasts.
Second: If ydu purchase your Boxed Christmas Cards nine, we will print your name on
them FREE.
ThirrlyOur Christmas Ornaments are here.
owl you will have first choice of designs to add
to your collectitin.- They are limited so please •
shop early.
Please come by and help U.S celebrate.

Wanda

Carr-ye

Irene

Nina

Memorial Church
Services Scheduled
The Memorial Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Dr, Jerrell White,
speak on "How The Bible Can
Help Keep You From Sin,
Trouble & Hell" with scripture
from Psalms 119-11,105 at the
10:50 a.m. worship services on
Sunday.Sept. 2.
J. T. Lee, deacon of the
week, will assist in the services. The children's sermon
will be on the subject,"Things
To Give Your Teacher."
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Milton Gresham,
minister of music and youth,
with Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Sharon Owens as
pianist, will sing lrhold the
Man" with Anne_ ,ough as
soloist.
Dr. White will also speak at
the 7 p.m. worship services
when special music will be
presented.
Church Teaching with
Elbert Thomason as director
will be at 9:40 a.m. and
Church Training with study
groups for all ages will be at 6
p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Kay Outland, J. C.
Outland,and June Cottroill.

College Of Humanistic Studies At MSU
Has Four New Faces For 1979-80Year
An assistant professor, t,‘“) University, Ithaca, N.Y., and Anthropolo
gy.
master's degrees from State specializing in American
instructors and a visiti;:g from which he received a
A native of Livonia, Mich., University of New York at history.
instructor make up the raw doctoral degree recently.
he received his undergraduate New Peitz and at Albany.
A native of Nashville,
faces among the College of
a
Reichenbach, a native of
An instructor of English, Koeniger received his unHumanistic Studies faculty at Ludwigshafen-Rhein,
West
Aaron Fischer has come to the dergraduate degree from
Murray State University as Germany, will be teaching
campus from Columbia
German and French in the
University, New York, after
Department of Foreign
receiving a master of fine arts
Languages.
degree in its writing division.
He received two unHe will be teaching English
dergraduate degrees at the
composition and creative
University of Heidelberg in
writing in the Department of
Germany - a degree in GerEnglish.
man literature and linguistics
A native of Oceanside, N.Y.,
in 1970 and a second in
he received his undergraduate
mathematics in 1972 - before
coming to the United States to
earn both the master's anti
doctorate at Cornell.
Frank Elwell, a doctoral
candidate at State University
Elwell
of New York at Albany, is an
instructor in the Department degree at Eastern Michigan
of
Sociology
and University, Ypsilanti, and two
Reichenbach
Koeniger
the 1979-80 school year gets
under way.
The assistant professor is
Dr. Uwe Reichenbach, who
has come to the university
from an administrative
assistant's position at Cornell

NAACP Will Sponsor
Tea Here On Sunday
The National Association of
the Advancement of Colored
People will hold its first get
acquainted tea in Murray on
Sunday, Sept. 2, at the
Douglas Community Center.
All interested persons are
invited to call between the
hours of 4 to 6 p.m., a
spokesman said.

Dr. Mischke, Jr.
Speaker On Sunday
The Rev, Dr Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., minister of the
First
United
Methodist
Church, will speak on the
subject, "Rest For The
Weary- with scripture from
Matthew 11:28-30, at the 8:45
and 10:50 a.m. worship services on Sunday. Sept. 2, at the
church.
Special music at both services will be a solo by Larne
Clark. Congregational singing
will be led by Paul Shahan
with Bea Farrell as organist.
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m.Sunday.
The Junior and Senior
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship will have a pool
party at the Murray-Calloway
County Park from 6 to 8 p.m.
on Sunday.
The Men's Prayer Breakfast will be held at 7 a.m.,
Mothers Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m., and United
Methodist Women will meet at
10 a.m., all on Tuesday

University Church
Speaker On Sunday
Is Bruce Logue

David Thunders Across
Dominican Republic,
Takes At Least 34 Lives
By RUDDY GONZALEZ
storm.
Associated Press Writer
President Antonio Guzman
SANTO
DOMINGO, declared a state of emergency
Dominican Republic iAPi —
and imposed a dusk-to-dawn
Hurricane David thundered
curfew in the Dominican
ashore in the Dominican
Republic. He spoke to the
Republic, ravaging the capital
nation over the civil defense
city of Santo Domingo with its network, the only
frequency'
killer winds after paralyzing still operating.
portions of Puerto Rico,
Government troops, who
devastating the tiny island of spent much of the day
moving
Dominica, and claiming at residents of low-lying
areas to
least 34 lives.
high -ground
shelters,
The erratic storm turned patrolled the littered streets
of
abruptly from its open-sea the capital overnight to guard
track south the Dominican against looting. •
Republic on Friday and
In its midnight EDT adslammed inland just south- visory, the weather
service
west of the capital, the oldest pinpointed the center of storm
city
in
the
Western about 100 miles northwest of
Hemisphere.
Santo Domingo.
Winds from 55 mph to 120
It hit the Dominican
mph uprooted trees, snapped
utility poles and littered the Republic after sliding south of
rain-swamped streets with the Puerto Rico on Friday. David
rubble of the fragile island battered three of the Windward Islands — Dominica.,
homes.
Almost all communications Martinique and Guadaloupe —
on and from the island were on Wednesday when it crossed
cut by the storm and there into the Caribbean from the
were no immediate reports of Atlantic.
In a radio address Friday
casualties.
David swept northwest night, Puerto Rican Gov.
across
the
Dominican Carlos Romero Barcelo
Republic at 11 mph during the estimated a dozen persons had
night, losing some of its died on the island as a result of
strength as it crossed the the storm, but said their were
mountains of the interior. Its only four confirmed fatalities.
maximum
winds
were He appealed to Washington for
disaster relief for the U.S.
estimated at 110 mph.
The storm appeared headed commonwealth.
for Haiti, which shares the .. He said 20.000 persons were
island of Hispanola with the being housed in refugee
Dominican Republic. officials centers, a third of the island's
of the U.S. National Weather 3 million residents were
Service said. They predicted it without water or power and
would regain a large portion of damage to the sugar and
its strength when it crosses coffee crops was estimated at
the northwestern tip of $55 million.
An official on the island of
Hispanola and moves back out
Dominica,the area hardest hit
to sea later today.
Hurricane-force winds were by the storm so far, said there
expected to start buffeting the were 22 confirmed deaths and
east coast of Cuba this af- the toll was expected to rise as
ternoon and a hurricane watch relief teams began digging
remmained in effect for the through the rubble.
Reports from the 290island of Jamaica, south of
square-mile island said about
Cuba.
The U.S. forecasters in 60,000 of its 81,000 inhabitants
Miami said they could not were homeless and as many
predict the course of the as 4,000 were injured.

The University Church of
Christ, North 15th Street,
Murray, will hear Bruce
Logue speak at the 10.30 a.m.
and 6 p.m. services on Sunday.
Sept. 2.
His morning topic will be
"The Human Implications of
Lordship" with scripture from
Matthew 5:38-48. The evening
topic will be 'Important
Investments" with scripture
from H Corinthians 47 and II
WASHINGTON e AP) Sen.
Timothy 2:20-21.
Assisting in the services will Bob Dole, who wants to be
be Ernie Bailey, Robert president, says *President
Hendon, George Gallagher, Carter should apologize for
Tommy Reid, Bill Boyd, "bashing a bunny in the head
Hamp W. Brooks, .1 F. with a paddle."
The Kansas senator put his
Parker, Ellis Pennington.
Richard Smith, Bob Bazzell, oar in Thursday, claiming to
Larry Dunn, Sherrill Gargus. be the Senate's foremost
Prentice Dunn, Bobby Martin, authority on rabbit rights.
David Thompson, and Harold
"I'm sure the rabbit inGrogan.
tended the president no
Nursery supervisors will be harm," Dole said. "In fact,
Millie Curd, Lillie Johnson, the poor thing was simply
Rachel Hendon, and Fonda doing something a little
Grogan.
unusual these days trying to
Bus drivers will be harlie get aboard the president's
Bazzell, Steve Welter. and boat. Everyone else seems to
Kyle Wall.
be jumping ship."
Bible Study will be held at
The incident in question
9:30 a.m. on Sunday.
involved reports that Carter,
The Ladies Bible Class will while fishing in a pond in
begin meeting again on Georgia, was "attacked" by a
Thursday, Sept. 6, at 10 a.m, "Banzai Bunny" that swam
and each week thereafter.
toward his boat.
The Christian Teens In
Carter, pressed Thursday
Service will be held Saturday,
about the rabbit incident, said,
Sept. 8, at the University
just a nice, quiet,
Church. Guest speakers will "It was
typical Georgia rabbit."
be Jerry Jones, Searcy, Ark.,
Dole, who said in May he
and John Dale and Martha
would seek the Republican
Ails, Murray. Song leaders
presidential nomination, has
will be Willie Bradshaw,
involved in two Capitol
been
Paducah, and Buddy Borland,
bills involving rabbits.
Sharon, Tenn. The movie,"Go Hill
One would have outlawed
Ask Alice," will be shown. The
live rabbits in public coursing
day will close with a Cookout.
— an event in which dogs

Washington
and
Lee
University, Lexington, Va., in
1971 and his master's from
Vanderbilt in 1974.

Fischer
degree from State University
of New York at Westbury in
1977.
The visiting instructor is A.
Cash Koeniger, who has just
received his doctoral degree
from Vanderbilt University,
Nashville. He will be teaching
in the Department of History,

Murray Country Club
Plans Activities
For Labor Day
Labor Day activities at the
Murray-Calloway County
Country Club will include golf
at 4 p.m. with Dr. and Mrs.
Jim Frank in charge.
Golf will be followed by a
potluck supper for the
families

GYMNASTICS
Classes Start Sept. 4th

GIRLS:

BOYS:

*Floor Exercises
*Balance Beam
*Vaulting
*Uneven Parallel Bars

'Floor Exercises
*Vaulting
•Pommel Horse
*Parallel Bars

Nissen
01 pie
quip.
Qualified Staff
Member USGF & USGSA
Call 753-0129

X
4

•
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DON'T
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Bob Dole Says Carter
Ought To Apologize For
Hitting Bunny With Oar
pursue a rabbit — and the
other would have required
federal inspection of rabbit
meat before it could be sold.
Neither became law.

Petition Circulated
For Improvement
Of Bus Operations
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Concerned Parents of
Highway 743 are circulating a
petition intended to improve
state regulations for school
bus operations.
John Frederick, spokesman
for the group, said it hopes to
obtain 3,000 signatures
statewide on the petition
which would then go to the
1980 General Assembly.
Frederick said the petition
asks
that school
bus
operations be regulated in
accordance with existing state
transportation
department
regulations.
Included in the petition are
requirements for physical and
drivers' examinations for
drivers and a law standardizing the number of
passengers permitted on a
school bus.

That's what you are doing
with overloaded wiring. It's a
potential fire hazard. Play it safe.
If fuses blow, breakers trip,
or lights dim, have a qualified
electrician update your home's
wiring.

West Ky. ret
Rural Electric
Cooperative
Corporation
Murray-Mayfield
vearooge.

